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ABSTRACT

Synthesis of earlier measurements of photosynthesis, dark respiration and transpiration of Artemisia
tridentata, Gutierrezia sarothrae and Agropyron spicatum was continued in 1974. Portrayal of these
parameters in relation to plant water stress, phenology and microenvironmental factors is included in the
report. The relative gas exchange activity of stem material was also considered and concluded to be of
appreciable significance for species such as Gutierrezia sarothrae. Assessment of the seasonal timing and
extent of root growth by field observations in communities of Artemisia tridentata, Ceratoides lanata and
Atriplex conjertijolia was continued in 1974. In half of the observations, the shrubs were heavily pruned.
However, this did not seem to be reflected in the timing or amount of relative growth rate activity of these
root systems. The technique for determination of CO, efflux from the soil surface was improved in 1974 and
measurements were made in the three principal communities for the complete calendar year resulting in
much higher values than were reported from earlier years. The new C 14 :C" dilution technique was refined
and used to re-evaluate below-ground productivity or turnover measurements from 1973 as well as for 1974.
Below-ground productivity exceeded above-ground productivity in the Ceratoides- and Atriplex-dominated
systems by threefold in 1973 and by over fourfold in 1974, a much drier year. Techniques for evaluation of
living and dead root elements collected from field soil samples were also pursued further in 1974.
Much of the data collection and synthesis effort of the past year has been directed to refinement of the
complete carbon balance for these desert shrub communities. A C"O, uptake technique has been utilized to
assay photosynthetic capacity of these shrubs, particularly during the cooler months of the year. Such
capacity determinations are briefly reported. Foliage:biomass ratios for the Atriplex and Ceratoides
communities were determined for three size classes of shrubs throughout the principal season of gas exchange
activity and into the late fall months. These ratios were used in extrapolation of plant gas exchange
measurements to community-level photosynthesis and respiration values. An improved technique utilizing a
carbon train was employed to determine carbon content of various plant parts of Artemisia tridentata,
Atriplex conjertijolia and Ceratoides lanata at several times during the year. Values from 1973 and 1974
were synthesized into a second iteration of carbon balance schemes for the Atriplex- and
Ceratoides-dominated communities. Certain facets of the carbon balance based on 1974 measurements are
presented for the Artemisia-dominated community. The horizontal root biomass distribution was
determined in communities of Atriplex confertijolia and Ceratoides lanata indicating that the root space,
including the shrub interspaces, is well occupied by root systems of these shrubs in the upper meter of soil.

INTRODUCTION

This progress report for the 1974 phase of this project is
comprised of several components. Experimental studies
continued in 1974 but a greater proportion of the emphasis
has been towards synthesis of previous and current research
results. Synthesis of results from gas exchange studies of
Gutierrezia sarothrae, Agropyron spicatum and Artemisia
tridentata was completed in 1974 and is reported in this
memorandum. This represents a continuation of results
concerning the response of gas exchange to water potential,
leaf temperature and seasonal phenology which were
contained in the 1973 report. Last year the first presentation
of a synthesis of the relationship between shoot gas exchange,
litter production, soil respiration and productivity of the
above- and below-ground plant systems was made in the
form of a carbon balance for Atriplex conjertijolia- and
Ceratoides lanata-dominated communities. Much of 1974
was spent in the experimental and synthetic refinement of
these carbon balances. A second iteration of this refined
balance is presented in this report. Elements of the carbon
balance of stands dominated by Artemisia tridentata are also
reported.
Specific research emphasis has been directed toward
refinement of the C":C" dilution technique for assessment

of the below-ground productivity and the application of this
technique in 1974 to all three communities. Percentage
carbon composition of various plant parts of the three species
was also studied in 1974 with the use of a carbon train.
Techniques of soil respiration determination were also
improved and monitoring of this parameter for all three
communities was carried out throughout 1974. Plant-foliage:
above-ground biomass ratios were determined throughout
the period from April through November for Atriplex
conjertifolia and Ceratoides lanata shrubs of three size
classes in order to apply earlier data on shoot gas exchange
to whole plant communities.
The seasonal timing and the extent of root growth activity
for Artemisia, Atriplex and Ceratoides were observed again
in 1974 through the use of soil-root observation chambers in
the field. The first attempts to observe the effects of foliage
removal on root growth activity were also undertaken in
1974.
To specifically address the hypothesis that the entire root
space in the Curlew Valley perennial shrub community is
occupied by roots, the horizontal distribution of root biomass
was investigated in stands dominated by Atriplex and
Ceratoides.
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The data and synthesis information contained in this
memorandum, in combination with such information from
earlier reports, should significantly contribute to the Desert
Biome ecosystem modeling effort. In addition, the carbon
balance presentations comprise, of themselves, a static model
which should help in elucidating the linkage between carbon
fixation and growth and productivity of these cool desert
shrub communities.
OBJECTIVES

General goals of this project are to: 1) relate gas exchange
rates of Great Basin plants to plant water status, plant
phenology and to relevant environmental parameters in
order to construct models of plant photosynthesis, dark
respiration and water use; 2) link plant gas exchange
quantitatively with translocation, and growth and productivity of higher plants on a community basis.
During 1974 our specific objectives were to:

1. Complete the synthesis of information on seasonal
patterns of gas exchange of Gutierrezia sarothrae and
Agropyron spicatum.
2. Complete the synthesis of the response of Gutierrezia
sarothrae and Artemisia tridentata gas exchange rates to
leaf temperature and water potential and evaluate the
component gas diffusion resistances under these various
conditions.
3. Complete the analysis of the contribution of leaf and
stem components of plant gas exchange to total shoot
gas exchange activity using Gutierrezia sarothrae and
Artemisia tridentata as test species.
4. Continue to analyze the extent and timing of root growth
by field observation in communities of Artemisia
tridentata, Ceratoides umata and Atriplex conjertifolia.
5. Conduct a preliminary evaluation of the effect of
partial foliage removal on the extent and timing of root
growth by these three species under field conditions.
6. Improve the methods for determination of CO, flux
from the soil surface and carry out such measurements for a complete year for the communities
dominated by the three principal species (Artemisia,
Atriplex and Ceratoides).
7. Refine the new C 14 :C" dilution technique for determination of below-ground productivity using plants
under laboratory conditions.
8. Use the C":C" dilution technique for estimation
of below-ground productivity of Artemisia, Atriplex
and Ceratoides in the 1974 growing season.
9. Determine foliage: biomass ratios for A triplex and
Ceratoides shrubs of three size classes during the
principal season of gas exchange activity.
10. Further explore techniques for separation of living and
dead root elements.
11. Determine photosynthetic capacity of these desert
shrubs during cooler months of the year.
.12. Determine carbon content of various plant parts of
Artemisia, Atriplex and Ceratoides at several times
during the year.

13. Re-evaluate and refine the carbon balance schemes for
Ceratoides and Atriplex and present facets of a carbon
balance scheme for Artemisia.
14. Determine the horizontal root biomass distribution in
communities dominated by A. conjertifolia and C.
lanata.
METHODS

Field studies conducted during 1974 were carried out
primarily in the Curlew Valley research area west of the
Wildcat Hills where earlier studies of this project have taken
place. In this area there are communities dominated by
Artemisia tridentata, Atriplex confertifolia and Ceratoides
lanata. In terms of higher plant species these communities
are nearly monospecific. Gas exchange studies for
Gutierrezia sarothrae, Artemisia tridentata and Agropyron
spicatum var. inerme were carried out in previous years at
the mouth of Green Canyon, approximately 6 km from the
Utah State University campus. This site was also used in
previous field studies reported in the 1972 and 1973 progress
reports (Caldwell et al. 1973, 1974).
GAS EXCHANGE

Gas exchange determinations for Artemisia tridentata,
Gutierrezia sarothrae and Agropyron spicatum var. inerme
were carried out in Cache Valley near Logan, Utah.
Instrumentation and methodology employed in these studies
were described in detail in the 1970 progress report
(Caldwell et al. 1971).
Photosynthesis, dark respiration and transpiration of
these three species were measured in the field in relation to
pertinent micrometeorological parameters. The shoots of
individual plants in the field were enclosed in Siemens
gas-exchange chambers for photosynthesis, respiration and
transpiration measurements following monitored ambient
conditions (DSCODES A3UCB97, 98 and 99), and also
when the chambers were programmed for constant
environmental conditions while varying one factor such as
irradiation or temperature independently (A3UCB87, 88
and 99).
Pertinent microenvironmental parameters, plant water
stress and phenology, and leaf area and weights are also
logged under the appropriate DSCODES. Air temperatures
were measured by resistance thermometers, leaf temperatures with fine wire thermocouples, humidity by lithium
chloride sensors calibrated against a Cambridge dewpoint
hygrometer, and total short-wave irradiation with an
Eppley pyranometer. Quantum sensors were used inside
each chamber to determine total quantum flux between 400
and 700 nm (Biggs et al. 1971). Plant leaf area was measured
with a photoelectric planimeter.
Detailed laboratory and field studies were carried out to
determine the exact nature of the effects of plant water stress
on gas exchange of Artemisia tridentata and Gutierrezia
sarothrae. Field studies on irrigated versus nonirrigated
plants of each species in the same phenological stage were
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carried out in August 1973. Additional studies on potted
plants of each species over a wide range of plant water
potentials were made to corroborate the field experiments.
Relationships have thus been defined between plant water
potential and such things as dark respiration rates, net
photosynthetic rates and leaf resistances to gaseous flux.
Many studies have indicated stomata! closure patterns to
be of critical importance in regulation of plant gas exchange
during periods of water stress or high temperatures
(McPherson and Slatyer 1973, Bierhuizen and Slatyer 1964,
Troughton 1969, Meidner 1969). Indeed, stomata! closure
under such conditions has already been found to be
important for Artemisia tridentata (DePuit and Caldwell
1973). Stomata! closure during severe periods (i.e., high
temperatures and evapotranspirative demand, low water
potentials) on a diurnal or seasonal time scale tends to
minimize excess water loss and maximize water use
efficiency (photosynthesis/transpiration).
Stomata! diffu-.
sion resistance to CO2 flux appears as i{ in the equation
developed by Gaastra ( 1959) to analyze photosynthesis:
(CO,)e - (CO,)j
Net Photosynthesis

raI

+

rsI+

I
rm

where
I

ra

boundary layer resistance to gas flux
(assumed to be relatively constant)
stomata! diffusion resistance to gas flux

r'm

mesophyll (or residual) resistance to gas
flux

CO, concentration gradient from outside the leaf [(CO ,)el to sites of assimilation following carboxylation [(CO,)j
-- assumed to be zero]
The mesophyll resistance term (r:U) as originally developed
by Gaastra referred mainly to intracellular (liquid phase)
CO, diffusion resistance and hence, has been subject to some
misinterpretation as intracellular resistance to CO, has
since been viewed to involve both diffusive and chemical
components (Jones and Slatyer 1972). A consideration of
such an intracellular resistance to CO2 is valid only under
conditions where the CO, gradient alone is the main
limiting factor or "driving force" for photosynthesis (e.g.,
under conditions of light saturation of photosynthesis}.
Gifford and Musgrave (1970) defined a "quasidiffusional"
intracellular CO, resistance which took into account
thermochemical and photochemical, as well as diffusional,
intracellular resistances to CO,. This resistance was further
developed (Gifford and Musgrave 1972) and termed
"residual resistance to CO," (r~), which could be used under
conditions where CO, is nonlimiting. The residual resistance
term (r~) has been used in the present study but only under

conditions of light saturation of photosynthesis. Residual
resistances calculated from net photosynthesis data of this
study also, of necessity, reflect respiratory CO, evolved
during photosynthesis and will, no doubt, overestimate r~
somewhat (Lake 1967).
An attempt has also been made to determine magnitudes
of gas exchange of different above-ground plant organs
(stem vs. leaves) of Artemisia tridentata and Gutierrezia
sarothrae. These studies were carried out mainly on potted
plants in the laboratory, and involved taking gas exchange
measurements of intact and defoliated stems. Results of this
experimentation should elucidate the relative contributions
of stems and leaves to total above-ground plant gas
exchange. These results may also provide a possible basis for
correction of gas exchange rates of previous years' research
which have been based solely on leaf biomass while ignoring
stem material present in the plant sample. This, however,
turns out to be significant only for Gutierrezia.
Plant water potentials ( 4') in the field and laboratory
were measured using the Scholander pressure bomb method
on stem material for the shrub species and on leaves for the
grass (Waring and Cleary 1967, Boyer 1967). Water
potentials given in the results represent, in most cases,
average maximum values for the plants, as it was impossible
to make measurements on plant material under experimental conditions inside the chamber concurrently with the
experiments. Therefore, water potentials, in comparison
with gas exchange parameters, should only be interpreted
on a relative basis since actual ),c,afwat,c,r potentials inside
the cuvette during experimental conditions could have been,
and probably were, much different· than the reported
maximum values for stems. These maximum values, 4' max,
were obtained by taking maximum diurnal values in the
field, e.g., at late night or early morning, and by measuring
the plant after a 3- to 4-hr induced cool and dark period in
the laboratory. Such an approach has been employed in
other studies (i.e., Oechel et al. 1972).
RooT

GROWTH

STUDIES

To determine the timing of root growth in the field
(A3UCB20), the six soil-root observation chambers which
were installed in the Atriplex-, Ceratoides- and Artemisiadominated communites in 1972 were used again in 1974.
Details of the root observation chambers are in the 1972
progress report (Caldwell et al. 1973). In addition to
observing the seasonal timing of root growth in these three
species, relative root elongation at various depths in the soil
profile was also determined by measurement. This was then
calculated on a relative growth-rate basis. Although these
growth-rate determinations cannot be equated with root
productivity or growth rates in the undisturbed soil, they
do, on a relative basis, indicate the extent of activity at
various times of the year at different depths.
In each community the shrubs associated with one of the
two observation chambers were pruned of approximately
half of their shoot material.
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SOIL REsPIRATION

Field measurements of carbon dioxide efflux from the soil
surface (A3UCB25) were also carried out for the year during
1974 in the Ceratoides, Artemisia and Atriplex communities. Inverted #10 cans (covering 0.02 m' of surface
area) were placed on the soil surface with the walls of the
can penetrating the soil to a depth of approximately 5 cm.
These were insulated and covered by a waxed cardboard
cover painted a light color. Eight of the CO, collection units
were located in each community. In each case, half were
placed between individual plant canopies, and half directly
under the canopies. For absorption of CO, from the soil, 50
ml of 0.5 N NaOH were placed in an open jar inside each
collection vessel. The NaOH was titrated before and after
each collection period to calculate the amount of CO,
absorbed. There were 32 collection periods between
November 1973 and December 1974.
During each collection period CO, efflux from layers of
sterilized soil was also determined in the field. This served as
a control to determine the approximate amount of CO,
diffusion that might take place laterally within the soil
profile, and also any abiotic release of CO, in these soils
which are very high in carbonates. Soil and air temperatures
were also recorded within the collection vessel at the
beginning and end of each period to compare with
conditions inside the vessel. Heating of the soil surface
underneath the collection vessel relative to adjacent soil
areas was noticeable only during the warmest part of the
.~ummer, in July and August. At this time, soil surface
temperatures were only l to 2 C above those outside the
vessel. At depths of 1 cm, temperatures were the same. The
location of the collection vessels was changed each collection
period.
CARBON

CONTENT

The percentage carbon content of plant materials
(A3UCB32) was determined by use of a carbon train
following the techniques of H. F. Mayland (pers. comm.).
Plant samples were dried at 65 C for 48 hr and then ground
to pass through a 60-mesh screen. Samples were kept in a
desiccator until analysis. A carbon train is, in essence, a
high-temperature furnace where samples are combusted at
900 C and the resultant CO, collected and weighed using
40-mesh Ascarite as a CO, absorber. Fifty mg samples are
weighed into porcelain combustion boats, placed in the
furnace in a Vycor (leached glass) tube and an oxygen
stream is passed over the porcelain boat. The exit steam of
gas is passed through a chemical desiccant and then through
the Ascarite. Differential weight of the Ascarite was used
with suitable conversion coefficients to obtain weight of
carbon dioxide.
FuNCTIONAL

RooT

SEPARATIONS

Development of techniques for separation of living and
dead root materials has involved differential density of trials
in methanol and C'.' autoradiography. The details of such
technique development are contained in the Results
section.

COMMUNITY

BIOMASS

As in previous years, biomass sampling (A3UCB21) was
carried out by selecting a series of random plots, 4.8 m' in
the Atriplex and Artemisia communities and 1.2 m' in the
Ceratoides community. All above-ground biomass was
collected, separated into current year's and previous year's
growth fractions, dried and weighed. Below-ground
biomass was determined by a series of soil cores using an
8-cm diameter orchard auger. Twelve to 16 plots were used
in a community with three to eight soil cores in each plot.
Plot and core numbers were increased until the mean could
be estimated with a coefficient variation of + 15 % . The
techniques follow very closely those of Bjerregaard (1971).
Complete separation of the roots from the soil was
achieved by flotation (McKell et al. 1961, Bjerregarrd 1971)
in a saturated NaCl solution. A simple apparatus was
developed to allow a complete and rapid separation of the
roots from the soil. It consisted of an inverted I-liter
erlenmeyer flask with its bottom removed. This was
attached to the top of a 3-liter flask. After addition of about
400 ml of water and enough NaCl to make a saturated
solution, the soil sample was introduced into the apparatus.
By using a piece of tubing extending to the bottom of the
flask, water was added under pressure to fill the apparatus
to within 1 or 2 cm from the top of the inverted erlenmeyer
flask portion. This produced a vigorous stirring action very
effective in liberating the roots from the soil. Additional
agitation was also obtained by the use of a rigid plastic tube
enlarged and flattened at the end which was manually
rotated to stir the soil at the bottom of the flask. A variation
of this was sometimes used in which water was added
through the plastic tube which had various perforations
near the end. This rendered a vigorous mixing by the
movement of the tube and the water coming through the
perforations under pressure. The separation of the roots
from the soil was facilitated by the silty to sandy loam
texture of the soils in the study plots.
After decanting for a few moments, the clean root
samples were floating at the top of the apparatus. Roots
were separated from the water by tilting the apparatus over a
100-mesh sieve which retained even the finest root elements.
The shape of the apparatus retained the soil in the flask and
did not allow it to spill over when the water in the
erlenmeyer flask portion was poured out.
Soil samples contained at the bottom of the apparatus
were observed under the microscope and were apparently
free of all root materials. With a series of four to five of these
units working simultaneously, this technique allowed a
rapid processing of a significant number of soil samples in a
short time.
Foliage: biomass ratios were also determined (A3UCB31)
by sampling biweekly collections of A triplex and Ceratoides
plants of three size classes.
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HORIZONTAL

RooT

DISTRIBUTION

To determine the horizontal distribution of root biomass
(A3UCB33) with respect to a comparison of the root biomass
directly under the shrub canopies as opposed to the shrub
interspaces, the normal auger coring technique was used. In
this case, 10 sets of samples were taken in each community.
Each set consisted of two corings immediately beneath the
canopies of neighboring shrubs with an interspace coring at
the intermediate position between the two neighboring
plants. Extraction of roots from these core samples was
carried out in the same manner as for the normal biomass
sampling. The cores were separated into three depth
increments.
RooT

PRonu=1v1TY

Root productivity was assessed by the C":C" dilution
technique (A3UCB27) which was initiated in 1973 and
further refined during 1974 (Caldwell and Camp 1974) and
applied to the shrub communities. To test the refined technique under laboratory conditions, 150 wheat seedlings (Triticum vulgare var. Lemhi-58) were established in washed,
sterilized sand and then distributed in 50 pots. These
seedlings were then exposed to C"O, of 50 µ C total activity
in a common polyvinyl tent for approximately 5 hr.
Five days following the application of C"O,, plots
containing half of the plants were selected at random and
harvested for determination of root and shoot biomass and
the relative C":C" ratio of cellulose tissues of the root and
shoot system. After another 10-day period, the remaining
half of the plants were similarly assayed.
As a purely structural carbon component of these plant
tissues, a dilute-HCl-hydrolyzable fraction was extracted as
described by Loomis and Shull (1937). Although this does
not include all the tissue structural carbon, it does constitute
a consistent and purely structural carbon fraction consisting
primarily of hemicellulose and cellulose materials. This
structural carbon extract was then subjected to an in-vial
combustion in oxygen with subsequent absorption of the
C"O, and counting by liquid scintillation techniques.
Combustion of plant parts was carried out inside a 500-ml
suction flask witn a side arm. For reasons of safety (due to
expansion during combustion) a balloon was fixed to the
side arm. Samples were weighed and wrapped in black lens
tissue. They were then suspended inside the flask on a piece
of wire attached to the flask stopper. Also, the stopper had a
piece of glass tubing inserted through it over which a syringe
cap could be sealed. Before combustion, the flask was
thoroughly flushed with pure oxygen. Next, a strong beam
of a focused slide projector lamp was directed onto the
sample, resulting in combustion. After allowing the gas to
mix well, a 20-ml aliquot of gas was removed with a syringe
and injected into a syringe-capped scintillation vial
containing 2 ml of ethanolamine (CO, absorber). After 24
hr the syringe cap was removed from the vial and 20 ml of
scintillation fluid was added. This scintillation "cocktail"
contained 460 ml of toluene, 270 ml methanol, 5 g PPO and
100 mg POPOP. The vial was allowed to sit for 5 hr to
eliminate any chemiluminescence and then analyzed in a

liquid scintillation counter (Nuclear-Chicago) for carbon-14
content.
The turnover coefficients for both above- and belowground tissues were expressed as
Turnover coef. = (R,CJR,C,)

- 1

where R, and R, are relative ratios of C":C 12 at times l and
2, respectively. In Table 1 is a comparison of the biomass
increments as determined by C":C" dilution and harvest
techniques. Variances of ratios for values resulting for both
techniques have been computed by the first term of a
Taylor's Series expansion of an approximation procedure for
variances of certain nonlinear functions of Deming (1943)
which yields for u = uxluy:

for situations where cross-correlation terms are considered
to be zero.
Application of this technique in the field was conducted
during the 1973 and 1974 growing seasons on adjacent
communities dominated by Atriplex, Ceratoides and
Artemisia (1974 only) in Curlew Valley. Plots of 4.8-m' area
were exposed to C"O, inside polyvinyl tents each 1.5 m in
height, erected for a period of approximately 5 hr in a
manner similar to that described by Dahlman and Kucera
(1968) and Singh and Coleman (1973). Approximately 600
µ C m- 3 were available for assimilation by the plants. After
seven days, core samples were taken using a soil auger
(8.3-cm diam.). These plots were labeled in early April and
the initial cores taken to a depth of 75 cm within one week.
In late September a second series of cores was taken from the
same plots. In addition to the core samples, individual
taproots were also sampled to a depth of 30 cm at both
sampling times. The fine lateral roots were isolated from the
soil cores using the same flotation technique described
earlier.
Table 1. Relative water loss and net photosynthetic
efficiency (P:T ratio), expressed as photosynthesis/water loss
(mg CO, assimilated/mg H,O lost) of stems, leaves and
entire shoots of Gutierrezia sarothrae
Temperatur<,
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P11.rarneter
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P:T

s•c
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For established perennial plants in the field, a certain
proportion of the root system consists of dead, though
intact, roots at any point in time. For the very profuse
system of fine lateral root elements of Atriplex and
Ceratoides, most of which are less than 0.55 mm in diameter,
no completely satisfactory technique for separating live
from dead rootlets has yet been found. Therefore, all
samples employed in these analyses necessarily included a
component of dead roots. However, even without
knowledge of the proportion of dead and living roots, the
C":C" dilution principle is still applicable. To determine
below-ground productivity, the turnover coefficient is
multiplied by the total below-ground biomass at the time of
the first C 14 : C 12 sampling. Any change in either the total
below-ground biomass or the proportions of living and dead
root components later in the season will not influence the
turnover estimate. There exists only a small bias towards a
more conservative turnover estimate if there is a sizable
proportion of dead roots, as is discussed later.
CARBON-14

UPTAKE

A portable system for C"O, uptake (Tieszen et al.
1974) has been used for assay of photosynthesis (A3UCB28)
in these desert shrubs. This involves five basic steps:
1.

2.

3.

4.
5.

A delivery system which provides constant flow rates of
air containing known absolute concentrations of CO,
and known specific activities of C"O,.
An exposure chamber which provides a minimum of
disturbance to the plant and as little alteration of light
and temperature conditions as possible.
Preparation of plant material for storage and counting
immediately following exposure in such a way that
respiratory losses are minimized.
A convenient sample combustion process for radioactivity determination, e.g., scintillation counting.
A radioactivity counting process that provides for a high
efficiency of C"O, counting with a minimum of
quenching.

Reasonable accuracy requires
absolute disintegrations.

an ability

to determine

It is convenient to purchase air mixtures containing C"O,
although some investigators have prepared their own (e.g.,
Shimshi 1969). We routinely order air from Matheson Gas
Products to contain 300 ppm CO, and a specific activity of
1.5 mcurie·mmole- 1 • Since one of the principal advantages
of the system is its portability, only lecture bottles of air are
purchased. However, with our flow rates and exposure
periods, more than 400 analyses can be made from each
bottle.
Since absolute determinations of photosynthesis are
critically dependent on accurate analyses of CO, concentrations and C"O, specific activity, we have initiated a routine
procedure for calibrating all sources which are purchased.
The cylinders are analyzed at our laboratories for total CO,
concentration with a differential infrared gas analyzer,
using the mutual comparison method (Johnson and Kelley
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1969) with an accuracy of at least 1 ppm. A correction is not
applied for the differential sensitivity of the infrared
analyzer to C"O,.
The specific activity is determined by absorbing all CO,
from a known volume of air and subsequent absolute
counting. Air is bubbled from the lecture bottle at a known
flow rate through a series of five vessels, as in the system of
absorbing vessels described by Smith (1969) with the intakes
in each vessel immersed under l ml of NCS (AmershamSearle, Arlington Heights, Ill.). At the end of 30 sec, the air
flow is stopped, the NCS divided into 0.5-ml portions, 10 ml
of counting solution added (270 ml methanol, 460 ml
toluene, 5 g PPO and 100 mg of POPOP), and the samples
counted using the channels ratio method for quench
correction.
The leaf chamber is constructed of 6-mm Plexiglas and
consists of a hinged top and a bottom with a C"O,labeled-air inlet, an unlabeled-air inlet and an air outlet.
Polyurethane strips line the borders of both the top and
bottom chambers. This chamber is mounted on a Peltier
thermoelectric stage which acts as a heat exchanger for the
chamber. Mounted on the thermoelectric stage is an
aluminum block with fins for maximizing convective heat
exchange between the thermoelectric stage and the leaf
chamber. A layer of mica separates the aluminum block
from the thermoelectric stage. This mica layer conducts heat
effectively to the aluminum block, and electrically insulates
the block from the thermoelectric stage. An aluminum cover
plate is mounted across the top of the aluminum fins. A circular ··squirrel cage" fan, milled from a Teflon rod and driven
by a de motor with rheostatic control, continually circulates
air between the aluminum fins and then across the plant leaf.
This effectively exchanges heat between the leaf and the
Peltier heat exchanger, minimizes boundary layer development around the leaf, and mixes the chamber air.
The portion of the thermoelectric heat exchanger that is
external to the leaf chamber must usually be cooled. This
can be accomplished by a convective fan arrangement
which is commercially available (Cambridge Thermionic
Corporation, Cambridge, Mass.); however, this greatly
increases the size and therefore decreases the maneuverability of the leaf chamber. For this reason we have
employed a water-cooled thermoelectric unit.
The water cooling system has a de-operated pump (Lab
Apparatus Co., Cleveland, Ohio) which circulates water
from a one-gallon insulated reservoir. The reservoir is filled
two-thirds full with ice and provides adequate cooling for
more than 8 hr of operation. The cooling reservoir is linked
to the thermoelectric module with 3-mm ID tygon tubing
wrapped with aluminum foil. The leaf chamber and
thermoelectric module are mounted on a flexible gooseneck
from a microphone stand. The gooseneck is fitted with a
stake which is pushed into the ground. This system allows
for a great deal of maneuverability while, at the same time,
giving a firm and steady support during the exposure
period.
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The thermoelectric module is controlled by a bipolar
proportional controller (Cambridge Thermionic Corporation, Cambridge, Mass.). The bipolar nature of the
controller allows for both heating and cooling of the leaf
chamber. A single polar controller is also available at lower
cost when only cooling of the leaf chamber is necessary. The
leaf chamber has a temperature control range from O to 50
C and a stability of + .5 C.
Because of the large volume of the temperature-controlled
leaf chamber, it was necessary to initially flush the leaf
chamber rapidly with C"O,-labeled
air. This rapid
replacement of the leaf chamber air with C"O,-labeled air
is of paramount
importance if absolute values of
photosynthesis are to be obtained. This is accomplished with
two lever-operated toggle valves (Matheson Gas Products,
East Rutherford, N.J.). One valve is placed immediately
after the C"O,-labeled-air flow meter (Dwyer Instruments,
Inc., Michigan City, Ind.) and the other valve is placed in a
bypass around this flow meter. With sufficient pressure in
the labeled-air line, the bypass valve can be depressed and
the leaf chamber purged with labeled air in less than 3 sec.
When ambient air temperatures are not used, a period of
equilibration is necessary for the leaf to attain a new steadystate temperature and photosynthetic rate. A 2-liter rubber
air reservoir (Taylor Instrument Company, Rochester, New
York) provides a constant flow of unlabeled air during this
equilibration time. In order to reduce CO, diffusion the air
lines were constructed of 3-mm copper tubing and fittings.
Use of this system involves placing an intact leaf (or other
plant part) across the lower portion of the chamber and
tightly closing the chamber top.
The unlabeled-air reservoir is filled, the chamber is
appropriately oriented, unlabeled-air flow is initiated, the
chamber fan and water pump ~re started, and the bipolar
controller is adjusted to the desired temperature. After leaf
temperature and photosynthetic equilibration, the unlabeled-air stream is stopped, and the bypass valve is
opened for purging of the chamber with labeled air. Then
the bypass valve is closed and the labeled-air flow valve
opened simultaneously for the short exposure period.
The temperature-controlled leaf chamber, when used in
conjunction with a portable spotlight, is useful for field
determinations of plant photosynthetic capacity under a
variety of predetermined temperature and irradiation
conditions. However, if photosynthetic capacity is to be
determined under environmental conditions substantially
different from ambient conditions, sufficient time must be
allowed for the plant to equilibrate and attain a new steadystate photosynthetic rate under the new conditions. For
several species we have found this usually takes place in 5
min.
Following exposure, the labeled section is immediately
cut, its area is measured, and it is placed in a vial on ice in a
freezing chest until it can be returned to the laboratory for
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processing. The sample is then placed in a drying oven at
100 C for 12 hr or lyophilized. The dry weight of the sample
is taken and it is placed in a tightly capped storage or
scintillation vial until combustion. If precautions to keep the
sample cold (or frozen) are not taken, one can expect loss of
C"O, due to respiratory losses of recently fixed CO,. Our
studies have indicated that as much as 3 to 5 % of fixed
C"O, can be lost during the first 6 hr of storage at O C.
Thus, this period should be minimized. An alternative
procedure, if a wet digestion technique is used, would be to
immediately place the tissue in a fixative or CO, absorbent,
e.g., NCS.
During the development of the present combustion
procedure, a number of procedures were attempted. Several
wet digestion procedures including the chromic acid
digestion method of Shimshi (1969), KOH, and NCS
digestion were attempted. Problems were encountered with
all procedures tested, mainly because they frequently
resulted in incomplete combustion of the leaf sample. In
addition, quenching was usually a severe problem and
resulted in very low counting efficiencies. Consequently, we
developed a dry in-vial combustion technique. This in-vial
procedure provides a rapid, convenient method of
combustion and allows accurate determinations of C"O,
from exposed leaf samples.
The in-vial combustion procedure most recently used is a
technique similar to one used by Gupta (1966). This
procedure involves making a cup container from lens paper
soaked in black ink and placing it into a coiled wire holder.
The cup container in the wire holder is then placed into an
empty scintillation vial. A dried sample is placed into the
cup container, the vial is momentarily flushed with a stream
of pure oxygen, and the vial is immediately capped tightly
with a #15 serum stopper cap. The sample in the coiled wire
stand is then ignited with a focused light beam from a
modified slide projector. The sample ignites and burns to
completion in approximately 5 sec. Maximum sample size
for this technique is dependent upon caloric content of the
material and is usually less than 10 mg dry weight. Larger
samples could be combusted in larger containers, but this
would decrease the convenience of the in-vial procedure. An
800 C combustion furnace has also been utilized for
ignition, but we have found the focused projector beam to
be more efficient. In all steps, proper shielding and
ventilation precautions should be taken to provide safety in
case of vial breakage or other leakage. The necessity for
these precautions and procedures to use with larger samples
is discussed by Davidson et al. (1970).
After a 5-min cooling period, 0.5 ml of NCS is injected
through the serum stopper cap with a glass syringe
(Hamilton Co., Inc., Whittier, Calif.). After an absorption
period of 6 hr (sufficient for complete absorption), the
serum stopper cap is removed and 10 ml of scintillationgrade counting solution are placed in the vial which is then
closed with a cap containing a Teflon liner. We have tested
several combinations of absorber and scintillation cocktail.
Phenethylamine and NCS were used as absorbers in
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combination with cocktails of either a dioxane or a toluene
base. The combination of highest efficiency was found to be
NCS and a toluene-base scintillation liquid. This
combination minimizes problems of chemiluminescence,
remains stable for at least several days, and yields consistent
counting efficiencies of 70 to 75 % . The samples are counted
in a liquid scintillation counter. The counting efficiency for
each vial is determined by the channels ratio method and
DPM are calculated. The calibration curve is established
with a toluene-base quenched standard set.
The procedure described above has been sufficiently
uniform that, even in the absence of quench correction and
an accurate analysis of CO, and C"O,, relative rates can be
compared. With the additional steps described above,
however, absolute rates can be easily determined. The
absolute rates of CO, fixation (P) are calculated from the
counts per minute (CPM), counting efficiency as a fraction
(E); area in dm' or gram dry weight of the leaf sample (A),
exposure time in minutes (T), and the specific activity of the
C"O, air mixture (SA). The conversion equation can be
expressed as

P

(CPM) • (44 mg·mMole- 1CO,) / [(E) • (T,min) • (2.22x

P

(CPM) (1.19 x 10-•) / (E) (T) (SA) (A) mgCO,·dm-•·

where
CPM
DPM
E
T
SA
A

counts per minute
disintegrations per minute
efficiency as a fraction, CPM/DPM
exposure time as part of a minute
specific activity of C"O,-air mixture
area of sample

Results obtained with this method agree quite well with
those obtained with an IRGA system although the values of
CO, uptake are usually somewhat higher when calculated
from the C"O, technique. Presumably, this is due to the
short exposure time periods which do riot allow the CO,
incorporated to reach a steady state with the loss due to
photorespiration.
RESULTS
GAS EXCHANGE

STUDIES

Phenological codes for the three species discussed in this
report, Artemisia tridentata, Gutierrezia sarothrae and
Agropyron spicatum var. inerme, were given in earlier
research memoranda of this project. Data from this phase of
our project are filed in DSCODES A3UCB87, 88, 97
and 98.
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Daily patterns of net gas exchange for selected individual
plant samples of Gutierrezia sarothrae at four phenological
stages through the growing season are depicted in Figures l
to 4. Concurrent measurements of the daily course of
irradiation intensity inside the cuvette and leaf temperature
are also given for correlative purposes. Calculated stomata!
{rt;)and residual (i{) resistances to CO, flux, when available,
are also presented to provide an indication of the manner of
limitation of net photosynthesis through the course of the
day. Residual resistances are presented only during midday
periods when irradiation was presumably nonlimiting, that
is, at intensities greater than the observed photosynthetic
light saturation intensity of ll00 to 1200 microeinsteins m-•
sec-•.
Maximum seasonal daily net photosynthesis rates
occurred during May (Fig. l; phenological stage 3), which
was also the period of most active vegetative growth.
Stomata! and residual resistances to CO, flux were
accordingly at minimum seasonal levels. Residual resistance
values were consistently higher than stomata! resistances.
Maximum afternoon leaf temperatures in May were only
moderately high (26-28 C), but were, however, somewhat
higher than the temperature optimum of photosynthesis for
this species (16-20 C; Fig. 5). This may account, in part, for
the fact that net photosynthesis rates declined with
increasing temperatures from peak levels at 9:00, which
were concurrent with leaf temperatures close to the
photosynthetic optimum .. Figure 5, which presents seasonal
precipitation and maximum daily water potential (I.IImax)
data, shows plant I.IImax for G. sarothrae to be at its
seasonal maximum during the May sampling period. In this
study, I.IImax refers to maximum diurnal plant water
potential, i.e., the maximum water potential observed late
at night following reduction of any transient tissue water
deficits. Therefore, limitations of net photosynthesis due to
water stress would be expected to be minimal during May.

Figure 2, which presents ambient gas exchange data for
the July sampling period for G. sarothrae (phenological
stage 5), indicates a drastic reduction in net photosynthetic
rates from the high levels of May. This reduction cannot be
attributed to reduced irradiation, since intensities in July
were only slightly lower than in May. Maximum afternoon
leaf temperatures, however, were considerably higher than
in May. This fact, coupled with higher plant water stress in
July (Fig. 5), may have caused the rather precipitous decline
in net photosynthesis rates following a very early peak at
7:00, mean solar time. Stomata! diffusion resistances
were higher than those of May, but the major factor
responsible for curtailed net photosynthesis in July was
greatly increased residual resistance, which ranged from
three to five times greater than in May. Similar gas exchange
results are apparent in the August (phenological stage 6)
data of Figure 3. August was the period of maximal water
stress (Fig. 5) and highest afternoon leaf temperatures;
maximum seasonal leaf resistances to CO, flux also occurred
during this period. Values of residual resistance were
particularly high, most noticeably later in the afternoon.
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Figure 1. Diel pattern of net photosynthesis (P), stomata!
diffusion resistance (r~) and residual resistance (r~) of a
Gutierrezia sarothrae field plant during May •· phenological
stage 3 .. under ambient micrometeorological conditions.
Diel patterns of leaf temperature (T) and solar irradiation (I)
are also presented. Hours are on mean solar time basis.

Figure 2. Diel pattern of net photosynthesis (P), stomata!
diffusion resistance (r~) and residual resistance (rf) of a
Gutierrezia sarothrae field plant during July•· phenological
stage 5 .. under ambient micrometeorological conditions.
Diel patterns of leaf temperature (T) and solar irradiation (I)
are also presented. Hours are on mean solar time basis.
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Figure 3. Diel pattern of net photosynthesis, stomata! diffusion resistance (~) and residual resistance (rt) of a
Gutierrezia sarothrae field plant during August
phenological stage 6 •· under ambient micrometeorological
conditions. Diel patterns of leaf temperature (T) and solar
irradiation (I) are also presented. Hours are on mean solar
time basis.
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Figure 4. Diel pattern of net photosynthesis (P), stomata!
diffusion resistance (~) and residual resistance (rf) of a
Gutierrezia sarothrae field plant during September ••
phenological stage 7 •• under ambient micrometeorological
conditions. Diel patterns of leaf temperature (T) and solar
irradiation (I) are also presented. Hours are on mean solar
time basis.
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The September data of Figure 4 show the effects of
somewhat moderated environmental stress on net photosynthesis rates. Maximum afternoon leaf temperatures were
only moderately high, and 4'max (Fig. 5) was not as low as
in August due to effects of late summer precipitation and
reduced atmospheric water stress. Although maximum net
photosynthesis rates were little different from those of July
and August, the precipitous midday and afternoon decline
observed during the midsummer months did not occur in
September. Stomata! and residual resistances to CO, were
much lower than in July and August.
Response of net photosynthesis of Agropyron spicatum
var. inerme to ambient environmental conditions during
May and June (phenological stages 3 and 4) can be seen in
Figures 6 and 7, respectively. Irradiation and leaf
temperature data are also presented for correlative
purposes. Highest photosynthesis rates occurred during May
(Fig. 6), which was also the period of maximum shoot and
sward enlargement. Photosynthetic rates on a per-unit leaf
area basis were much greater for this species than for G.
sarothrae in Figure 1 or for A. tridentata (DePuit and
Caldwell 1973) during May, although on a per-unit leaf dry
weight basis the rates of G. sarothrae were somewhat
higher. Peak net photosynthesis rates occurred relatively
early in the morning at 9:00 to 10:00 when leaf temperatures approximated the optimum temperature of
net photosynthesis for this species during May (see Fig. 1 of
Caldwell et al. 1974). A slow decline in phtosynthetic rate
then ensued, first in conjunction with increasing temperatures and later with declining irradiation intensities.
Net photosynthesis rates for A. spicatum var. inerme in
June (Fig. 7) were much lower than those of May, and the
daily rate pattern was also somewhat different. Maximum
rates occurred concurrently with maximum irradiation
levels, even at higher leaf temperatures. This may possibly
have been a reflection of relatively less temperature
limitation in June, since optimum temperatures of net
photosynthesis for this species during June were somewhat
higher (ca. 25 C; see Fig. 1 of Caldwell et al. 1974). The
temporary depression of net photosynthesis rates observed at
15:00 and 16:00 was associated with a transient drop in
irradiation intensity due to temporary cloud cover during
that time period. The high level of subsequent photosynthetic rate at 17 :00, similar in magnitude to peak midday
rates, was somewhat perplexing; such high rates so late in
the day might not have been expected.
Measurements of gas exchange of A. sptcatum in the
progressively hotter and drier months following June
indicated a rapid decline in photosynthetic rates in
conjunction with leaf dieback and the cessation of vegetative
growth. Low and rather uniform rates of CO, evolution, or
"negative" net photosynthesis, occurred during later
phenological stages, when this species apparently utilized
stored carbon reserves for completion of its seasonal life
cycle.
Seasonal and daily responses of net photosynthesis under
ambient environmental conditions for Artemisia tridentata
on the same site as species investigated in the present study
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'are given in the results of the study of DePuit and Caldwell
(1973) and in earlier research memoranda of this project.
The possibility of endogenous rhythms of plant gas
exchange should not be overlooked as a factor complicating
interpretations of daily results of gas exchange studies (Jones
and Mansfield 1972, Barrs 1968, Chia-Looi and Cumming
1972). However, experiments carried out on both A.
tridentata and G. sarothrae under constant environmental
conditions showed essentially no cyclic fluctuations of gas
exchange for up to 48 hr. It was therefore concluded that
endogenous rhythms expressed in gas exchange of these
species are not unduly complicating results presented in
these studies.
Figure 8 summarizes results of laboratory experiments for
G. sarothrae with minimal variation in phenological status,
and indicates the relationship of r~ and rf to temperature
variation at different maximum plant water potentials
(4'max)· Residual resistances (r~) to CO, can be seen to be
higher than stomata! resistances (r~) at all temperatures and
water potentials, and are more sensitive to variations in
4' max, especially at higher temperatures. The great increase
in r'r in the highest 4' max conditions is perplexing. Stomata!
diffusion resistances at higher temperatures decreased with
decreasing water potential throughout much of the 4' max
continuum. However, Figure 9, from similar laboratory
experimentation with A. tridentata, indicates a consistent
rise in stomata! diffusion resistance with decreasing 4'm,x at
both temperatures measured. Absolute magnitudes of rs for
A. tridentata are also greater than those for G. sarothrae.
Hence, the hypothesis that stomates are more important in
limiting net photosynthesis in A. tridentata than in G.
sarothrae is further supported. However, r: values for A.
tridentata are consistently higher than r~ values throughout
the range of 4' max· Most of the limitation of net
photosynthesis for this species can thus be attributed to the
components of residual resistance, as can most of the
photosynthetic limitations of G. sarothrae (Fig. 8).
Differences between the two species lie in the greater overall
magnitudes of leaf resistances for A. tridentata and in a
relatively more important role of stomates in limiting net
photosynthesis of that species. Further data on effects of
water potential and temperature on net photosynthesis and
leaf resistances for A. tridentata are in Figures 10 through
12.
The absence of leaf resistance data for A. tridentata at
high temperature (40 C) at minimum 4' max is due to the
fact that net photosynthesis became negative under such
conditions, indicating that respiration exceeded photosynthesis. Hence, an important component of the greatly
increased r; values at higher temperature with decreasing
4' max shown in Figure 9 may be more significant dark
respiration under such conditions. The response of dark
respiration to temperature and water potential for A.
tridentata and G. sarothrae will now be considered. Figure
13 shows response of dark respiration rates to variations in
temperature and 4' max for both A. tridentata and G.
sarothrae with minimum variation in phenological status.
Dark respiration rates for both species first declined and
later increased with progressive decreases in 4' max· The
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later increase in dark respiration for both species occurred
with plants under very severe water stress, and hence may
have been due to effects of direct drouth injury rather than
to effects of water potential and temperature on "normal"
respiration of living tissue. Absolute respiration rates of G.
sarothrae were much higher than those of A. tridentata,
which is somewhat contrary to what might have been
expected. If one excludes the increases in dark respiration at
extreme water stress, a steady decline in respiration rate
with decreasing 4' max was evident for both species.
However, the rate of decline on both an absolute and
relative basis was much lower for A. tridentata than for G.
sarothrae, particularly at higher temperatures. This lower
rate of decline of respiration with increasing water stress for
A. tridentata is significant in explaining negative net
photosynthesis under conditions of low water potentials
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since the concurrent rate of decline of photosynthesis (Fig.
14) is more rapid. Figure 15 shows a similar representation
for G. sarothrae, indicating that net photosynthesis for this
species actually increased initially with decreasing 4' max
while dark respiration rate rapidly decreased, a far
different pattern than that observed for A. tridentata. The
high rate of respiration at higher water potentials for G.
sarothrae may be a factor accounting for the unexpectedly
high rt values at those water potentials noted previously
(Fig. 8). Even at high temperatures, net photosynthesis at
low values of 4' max remained positive for G. sarothrae. It
should not be inferred from Figures 14 and 15, however,
that rates of dark respiration in light are similar to rates in
darkness; indeed, evidence will be presented later for a
substantial inhibition of dark respiration in light associated
with photosynthesis.

Figure 5. Seasonal course of field precipitation and
maximum plant water potential ( 4' max) of Gutierrezia
sarothrae at the mouth of Green Canyon for the 1972
growing season.
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Figure 6. Diel pattern of net photosynthesis of an
Agropyron spicatum var. inerme plant in the field during
May -- phenological stage 3 -- under ambient micrometeorological conditions. Diel patterns of leaf temperature and
solar irradiation are also presented.
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Figure 7. Diel pattern of net photosynthesis of an
Agropyron spicatum var. inerme plant in the field during
June -- phenological stage 4 -- under ambient micrometeorological conditions. Diel patterns of leaf temperature and
solar irradiation are also presented.
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Figure 8. Response of stomata! and residual leaf
resistances to CO, to maximum plant water potential for
Gutierrezia sarothrae laboratory plants held at constant
irradiation and various temperatures while in early
vegetative growth phenological stages.
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Figure 12. Temperature response of net photosynthesis
and leaf resistances for Artemisia tridentata plants under
laboratory conditions with a maximum plant water
potential of -9 bars. Average irradiation intensity was 1000
microeinsteins m- 2sec- 1 • All plants were in early vegetative
growth phenological stages.
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Figure 13. Response of dark respiration to maximum
plant water potential for Artemisia tridentata and
Gutierrezia sarothrae at various temperatures. Results are
for both laboratory and field plants in early vegetative
growth phenological stages. Values are means of from 3 to 7
replicates.
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Gutierrezia sarothrae at two temperatures. Results show
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Response of dark respiration of plant parts to varying
temperatures for both A. tridentata and G. sarothrae can be
seen in Figure 16. The general increase in dark respiration
rates with increasing temperature is the same as reported for
leaves of both species previously (Caldwell et al. 1974). For
A. tridentata, stem rates of dark respiration, although
somewhat lower than leaf rates, are of significant
magnitude throughout the temperature range. This is true
of G. sarothrae also, although this species exhibited much
higher stem and leaf rates in general. Interestingly, leaf and
stem dark respiration rates for both species were closest at
low to intermediate temperatures, while maximum differences between stem and leaf rates occurred at higher
temperatures.
Table 1 shows percent total water loss (transpiration rate
x weight of tissue) and photosynthesis:transpiration (P:T)
ratios for the different temperature conditions of the
experiments carried out on G. sarothrae reported in Figure
12 of last year's report (Caldwell et al. 1974). P:T ratios of
leaves and stems are compared at each temperature by
means of the ratio of P:T1eaves to P:Tstems· Except at 25 C,
the optimum temperature of stem net photosynthesis, most
water loss can be seen to occur through the leaves. P:T ratios
can be seen to be greater at all temperatures in leaves than
in stems, indicating higher photosynthetic water use
efficiency. For both leaves and stems, the P:T ratios declined
with increasing temperatures, which is what might have
been expected in these experiments during which water was
presumably nonlimiting. However, the rate of decline of
P:T in stems with increasing temperatures was less than that
for leaves, as evidenced by a decrease in the ratio of
P:Tleaves to P:Tstems with increasing temperature.
Field validation of the stem-leaf gas exchange relationships noted in the laboratory experiments was difficult, since
insensitivity and possible malfunctions of the gas exchange
system were more of a problem than in the laboratory. Also,
in situ plant material under higher environmental stresses in
the field was more sensitive to injurious effects of defoliation
than was potted plant material under optimal conditions in
the laboratory. Nonetheless, some apparently valid defoliation-experiment data were gathered on G. sarothrae during
the August 1973 measurement period. These data can be
seen (Fig. 17) to mirror the same basic temperature response
pattern as the laboratory experiments, although the absolute
magnitudes of leaf and stem gas exchange rates are
considerably lower.
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40

TEMPERATURE-°C
Figure 17. Results of field defoliation experiments for
Gutierrezia sarothrae during August (phenological stage 6)
showing response of net photosynthesis to temperature at
constant irradiation (1050 microeinsteins m-•sec- 1) for leaves
(L), stems (S) and entire shoots (T). Average maximum
plant water potential was -17 bars.

After rates of gas exchange had been determined in the
laboratory for G. sarothrae, an attempt was made to
evaluate the relative contribution of stems and leaves to
entire shoot CO, assimilation, calculated as the CO,
assimilation rate x average dry weight of the plant parts
involved. Results of this can be seen in Figure 18. The
average plant dry weights used in calculation were derived
by multiplying the average entire shoot dry weight for the
laboratory samples tested (0.251 g) times the average weight
percentages of stems and leaves (the average leaf dry
weight:stem dry weight ratio for the samples tested in these
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laboratory studies was approximately 2.0). Leaf material
can be seen to be responsible for most of the CO 2 assimilated
per hour. However, at least 10 % of total shoot CO,
assimilation can be attributed to green stems throughout the
temperature range, and at 25 C over 20 % of the total was
due to stem photosynthesis.
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Figure 18. Results of laboratory defoliation experiments
for Gutierrezia sarothrae under constant irradiation (ll00
microeinsteins m- 2sec-1 ) and varying temperatures expressed
as total CO, assimilated per plant organ (rates for each
organ x organ dry weight) at each temperature tested for
leaves (L), stems (S) and entire shoots (T). Average maximum
plant water potentials were -6.5 bars, and plants were held
at vegetative growth phenological stages (3 and 4).
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UPTAKE STUDIES

Photosynthetic capacity determinations involving the
C"O, uptake technique have been conducted over the past
two years in order to expand sampling coverage of
photosynthetic activity of the principal shrub species,
particularly during the cooler months of the year
(A3UCB28). Although the data are too numerous to present
in this report, some indication of winter photosynthetic
capacity is given in Figure 19.
TECHNIQUE

DEVELOPMENT

FOR DETERMINATION

OF

LIVING ROOTS

Information on root productivity and turnover under
field conditions has been hampered by the lack of suitable
techniques for quantitative measurements of living root
biomass.
Several methods have been described which attempt
to differentiate between functional and nonfunctional and
presumably dead roots. To diagnose the vitality of root
segments of several weeds, Greenhan and Cole (1949, 1950)
measured resistance and capacitance of the root tissue. In a
few cases vital staining techniques based on the reduction of
2, 3, 5-triphenyltetrazolium chloride (TTC) have been
employed (Jacques and Schwass 1956, Aimi and Fujimaki
1958). The method seems to be satisfactory for young
nonsuberized roots. Knievel (1973) adapted the TTC
staining technique to separate dead and live tissue in a large
number of samples. This technique requires the preparation
of standard curves based on known live:dead ratios of the
root materials under study. Moreover, TTC reduction
appears to be influenced also by the age of the roots .

~
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Carbon-14-labeled plants were used by Ueno et al. (1967)
and by Singh and Coleman (1973) for the detection of
functional roots through autoradiography.
The latter
authors calculated the total root biomass of C"O,-treated
plots by relating their specific C" activity of core root
samples with the percentage values of a regression
constructed by mixing known proportions of functional and
nonfunctional roots as identified individually by autoradiography. This procedure assumes that the specific C" activity
for the very thin root is equal fo the activity of larger roots. In
this study it was found that the root fraction of less than .2
mm diameter constitutes an important part of the total root
biomass and that its specific radiocarbon activity significantly differed from the larger root fractions.
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Figure 19. Photosynthetic capacity of Atriplex conjertifolia, Ceratoides lanata and Artemisia tridentata at three
temperatures measured on December 28, 1972, with an
irradiation intensity of 600 microeinsteins m- 2 sec- 1 •

Carbon tracer techniques constitute one of the most
reliable methods for the distinction of dead and live root
tissue. However, Ueno et al. (1967) pointed out two main
. problems that may exist in the use of radiocarbon. The
radioactivity of the roots would depend on the downward
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translocation of assimilates which can vary greatly through
the season. Also, the uneven distribution of photoassimilates
in the root system could result in the possibility that some
living roots might be undetected.

either not radioactive or was barely above the background
count, whereas the root fraction that sunk was always
markedly radioactive, the specific activity depending on the
date of treatment.

One technique involving the separation of roots by
differential density in methanol was reliable for the
individual separation of the dead and live root segments of A.
confertifolia which were used to evaluate carbon partitioned
to the different root categories. The same technique was
employed for the root samples of C. lanata; however, in this
case the assessment of dead and live roots was supplemented
with color and physical appearance.

Observations under the microscope of the floating fraction
showed it to be mainly composed of organic detritus and root
fractions in various stages of decay. This fraction could be
discarded and considered as not forming part of the
functional root system. One important question that still
remains is if the root sample portion that sunk was always
composed of live tissue or if it is still mixed with nonfunctional
material.

Root segments of about 1-2 cm in length were placed in a
large test tube containg 95% methanol. They were
considered alive if the root segments sunk and considered
dead if they floated. A few of the root segments remained in
suspension or sunk very slowly. These were discarded for
radiocarbon assay. It did not seem to make any difference if
the root segments were fresh or air- or oven-dried before
testing in methanol.

The same procedure was used with root core samples
originating in the Ceratoides C"-labeled plots. However,
when the sinking and floating fractions were tested for
radioactivity, a much less clear-cut result was obtained. The
floating root fraction sometimes exhibited as much specific
radioactivity per unit dry weight as the sinking portion. Some
of the probable reasons for this discrepancy between the root
sam pies of these species are discussed later.

An indication that this technique may be useful in
distinguishing living from nonliving root material was
obtained when over 200 segments for a variety of root sizes of
Atriplex that sunk in methanol, and 160 which floated were
autoradiographed. The results showed that 98 % of the roots
which sunk in the methanol were radioactive while 95 % of
those which floated were not radioactive.

The physical principle upon which this technique is based
provides an approach to the problem of living and nonliving
root separation that deserves further investigation. Different
compounds whose densities are inferior to water should also
be tested. Other physical factors besides density, such as
wetting properties of root materials, may be significant for a
basis of separation. A combination of methanol, or other
convenient low-density liquid solutions, with centrifugation,
may also provide a superior separation of dead and live root
tissue fractions.

Similar treatments with the roots of Ceratoides showed
82 % and 86 % confirmation values for the sinking and
floating root samples, respectively.
There were a few conflicting samples in which one end of
the root sunk and the other floated.
The physical principle utilized for the separation of the two
categories of roots is similar to that employed by soil
scientists; different inorganic components from a soil sample
are separated by their retention in liquids of different density
(Mateleski 1951). In this case organic solutions of densities
greater than 1.0 are generally used. Since roots placed in
water always floated, whether dead or alive, the idea was to
test them in liquids whose density was inferior to that of the
water.
Later, an attempt was made to use this technique for the
whole root sample derived from a soil core. Since, at that
time, a good part of the core root samples was already
analyzed for radioactivity, this line of work was not carried
further and is presented here only as an indication of the
possibilities that this technique may offer. Part of the core
root sample originating from a labeled Atriplex plot was
dispersed in methanol after the roots had been dried. The two
distinct root fractions were clearly separated in the test tube
containing the methanol.
When the radioactivity of the floating and sinking
fractions was measured, it was found that the former was

CARBON CONTENT

OF PLANT MATERJALS

Earlier values of plant carbon composition employed in the
initial carbon balance schemes (Caldwell et al. 1974) were
derived from the earlier work of West (1972) in which wet
digestion techniques were employed. The more accurate
assays (A3UCB32) provided by the carbon train technique
have therefore been employed in 1974 for carbon
concentration. These values are presented in Table 2 for the
three principal species in Curlew Valley. They represent
three sets of samples at different collection periods. Variances
among replicate samples were always less than 1 % and are
therefore not represented in this table.
HORIZONTAL

RooT

MASS DISTRIBUTION

The horizontal root mass distribution in communities
dominated by A. confertifolia and C. lanata is contained in
Table 3. The root mass in soil cores extracted from beneath
the shrub canopies and the interspaces between the shrubs
are reported in this table. For all depth increments, root
biomass at the greatest distance between neighboring shrubs
in the interspaces was 77% of that directly under the shrub
canopies for the A. confertifolia-dominated community and
76% for the C. lanata-dominated community. None of the
samples collected was devoid of root materials. It is
apparent that the root systems are filling most of the available
space within the rooting depth of the two communities.
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FouAGE:SHOOT

BIOMASS RA nos

In 1973, some effort was directed to determining foliage
area index of the A. confertifolia- and the C. Zanatadominated communities in Curlew Valley for the purpose of
extrapolating shoot gas exchange measurements to a
community area basis. However, because of the magnitude
of labor involved, inadequate assessment of foliage area index
and the errors in leaf area determination from earlier work, it
has since been decided to concentrate on performing these
extrapolations on a foliage weight basis. In this case,
foliage: biomass weight ratios have been necessary. In Table 4
(A3UCB31) values are reported for the two principal species
from collections taken at two-week intervals throughout the
1974 season when plant gas exchange activity is appreciable.
These values are reported for three basic size classes of shrubs
for both species. Variances are also represented for these
ratios.
COMMUNITY

Table 2. Percentage carbon content of Curlew Valley
plant materials (A3UCB32)
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BIOMASS

Biomass determinations for communities dominated by
Atriplex confertifolia, Ceratoides lanata and Artemisia
tridentata (A3UCB21) are presented in Table 5. These
determinations were taken at two times during the 1974
season. During the spring, collections were taken at about the
time of the first carbon-14 labeling for the purpose of
providing below-ground biomass values to be used in
conjunction with turnover coefficients for estimating
below-ground productivity. In the later summer period
after the termination of shoot growth, above-ground biomass
collections were again made for the purpose of determining
above-ground shoot production for the year.

Table 3. Root mass distribution in communities
dominated by Atriplex confertijolia and Ceratoides lanata;
mass expressed as grams dry weight per soil core (A3UCB33)
Depth
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The technique has thus been used to re-evaluate
below-ground turnover for the A. confertifolia- and C.
lanata-dominated communities in 1973 as well as for all three
shrub-dominated communities in 1974 (A3UCB27). For the
1973 communities, surplus root materials from the initial and
final harvests were processed using the new structural carbon
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Table 4. Foliage:shoot dry weight ratios for Atriplex
confertijolia and Ceratoides lanata of different size classes
(A3UCB31)
Date of
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To test the refined technique, a comparison of this
technique with harvest determinations of biomass increments
for both the root and shoot components of container-grown
wheat seedlings was conducted. These values are represented
in Table 6. In this test system, the dilution technique
provided increment (or turnover) values within 2 % of those
determined by harvest. Variances for the harvest and C 14 :C"
dilution technique were on the order of l to 2 % .
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Under Canopy

lanau

PRODUCTIVITY

In the 1973 progress report, two basic methods for
determination of below-ground productivity were discussed
and compared. The method involving regrowth of roots into
root-free soil cores has not been further pursued in 1974. It
was considered that this technique is not reliable and
represents a very artificial situation since only a measure of
new root growth into disturbed soil cores is used to estimate
productivity of undisturbed root systems. The new cu:C 12
dilution technique first developed in 1973 has been refined
during 1974 and is now considered to be a reasonably good
estimator of below-ground productivity. The primary
refinement during 1974 has been the use of a new technique
for determination and extraction of cellulose tissues.
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Table 5. Biomass determinations for the communities
dominated by Atriplex confertifolia, Ceratoides lanata and
Artemisia tridentata (A3UCB21)
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Table 6. Comparison of biomass increment for shoots and
roots of wheat seedlings as determined by harvest and
C":C" dilution techniques (A3UCB27)
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Table 7. Turnover coefficients, biomass and productivity
of root systems for communities dominated by Ceratoides
lanata and Atriplex confertifolia in 1973 (A3UCB27)
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extraction technique which resulted in much more reliable
below-ground productivity values than were reported in the
1973 progress report (see Table 7). The turnover coefficients
and biomass values are treated separately for the diffuse and
taproot components. These are merged, however, in the
total productivity term since the taproot component is only
1 % of the total below-ground production in both communities. Values for the diffuse root systems for 1974 are
included in Table 8.
SOIL llEsPIRATION

Carbon dioxide efflux from the soil surface was measured
in all three shrub-dominated communities for the entire
calendar year in 1974 (A3UCB25). These values are
presented in Figures 20 through 22. Improved insulation of
the collection containers as well as use of stronger
concentrations of N aO H are thought to have led to the much
larger values of CO, efflux determined for 1974 as compared
to 1973. Standard deviations are on the order of 1 to 3 %
among the collection containers in any one community. The
values for CO, efflux immediately beneath shrub canopies as
opposed to shrub interspaces are separately represented in
Figures 20 through 22. As in 1973, the soil efflux values are
only occasionally different for these two locations in the
communities.
TIMING
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OF RooT

GROWTH

These root growth measurements commenced on May 24,
1974, and were carried through the end of November of the
same year. Root growth below 70 cm is not depicted in these
graphs since this was measured only in the latter part of the
1974 season.
RooT

Table 8. Turnover coefficients, biomass and productivity
of root systems for communities dominated by Atriplex
confertifolia, Ceratoides lanata and Artemisia tridentata in
1974 (A3UCB27)

AND ExTENT

The timing and extent of root growth were again
determined in 1974 using the field soil/root observation
chambers in each of these three shrub-dominated communities (A3UCR20). The patterns of root growth for each of the
communities for 1973, including growth activity at lower
depths previously not reported, are presented in Figure 23.
These are represented in terms of average daily extension
rates. A similar representation is depicted in Figures 24 to 26
for the same communities in 1974. However, for each
community there is one depiction of growth activity for the
observation chamber where the shrubs were heavily pruned
on June 7, 1974, and one depiction for the observation
chamber where the shrubs were left intact.

BRANCHING

AND DISTRIBUTION

p ATIERN

It was considered that the number of points of initial
contact of growth root tips with the nearly vertical Plexiglas
pane may give an index of the spatial root distribution in the
different soil layers and of the manner in which the soil
volume is occupied by the roots of these three species. This
approach is very similar to the trench method employed by
several investigators (Weaver 1919, Havis 1938, Nechaeva
1968 and Kochenderfer 1972) who had similar objectives.
The average values of root intersection per 100 cm I for one
root observation box, divided in two window panels in
increments of 10-cm depths for Atriplex confertifolia,
Ceratoides lanata and Artemisia tridentata, are shown in
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Table 9 for 1973. The distinction between roots "longer" or
"shorter" than 5 cm refers to the total root length against the
Plexiglas following initial contact with the pane. This was
done in an attempt to obtain some information on the
proportion of principal roots and small lateral rootlets. A
value of 5 cm was somewhat arbitrarily selected taking into
consideration that lateral roots shorter than 5 cm seldom
formed lateral roots themselves.
An assumption has to be made that the proportion of long
principal roots, of which only the terminal portion is apparent against the observation pane, is small, and about the same
_for all three species. It is apparent that the short lateral roots
produced during 1973, as indicated by the intersection with
the window, were rather evenly distributed in the various soil
horizons down to 60-cm depth for the Atriplex- and
Ceratoides-dominated communities. However, their number
tended to decrease with depth for Artemisia. Approximately
60 % more rootlets were present for Atriplex than for
Ceratoides, while the values for Artemisia were noticeably
higher than the other two species, but these were only in the
upper 40 cm.
The ratio of roots longer than 5 cm to shorter than 5 cm, as
registered in the observation windows during the 1973
growing season, was 1:27 for Atriplex, 1:10 for Ceratoides
and 1: 17 for Artemisia.
MICROSCOPIC

STUDIES

Microscopic observations indicated that the active growing
root tips of Atriplex confertijolia with diameters of 0.06 to
0 .15 mm are the thinnest of the three species under study. In
some cases the root apices of this species were a light brown
color at the extreme distal portion. A white zone of 2 to 6 mm
in length with root hairs was immediately proximal to this
tip. Next followed a 3- to 10-mm zone somewhat darker in
color and densely covered with root hairs. The remainder of
the root was reddish-brown in color and apparently
suberized but still covered with root hairs. Vigorously
growing roots in the early season often had a much longer
white zone of several centimeters in length and were densely
covered with root hairs.
Active root apices of C. lanata were generally 0.3 to 0.4
mm in diameter followed by a zone of 2 to 6 mm devoid of
root hairs. Next was a region densely covered with root hairs.
One problem in mapping or observing the actively growing
roots of this species was their almost total lack of
pigmentation, which makes them almost transparent and
difficult to detect in the observation pane.

this species was the existence of numerous lateral roots which
started to differentiate at a distance of 2 to 4 cm from the root
tip. These laterals were usually smaller in diameter. The roots
were typically dark brown in color and apparently were
suberized a few millimeters or sometimes several centimeters
from the root tip. But, as was the case with the other two
species, they were still covered with root hairs. A
characteristic observed for Artemisia was the differentiation
of a distinct brown cap at the extreme tip of the roots
associated with the cessation of root growth. This
phenomenon, known as metacutization, has been noted in
other species (Wilcox 1954, Romberger 1963, Mason et al.
1969).
For both Ceratoides and Artemisia, vigorously growing
roots early in the season exhibited a much longer white zone
following the root apex which was usually densely covered
with root hairs.
For all three species, darkening of the roots associated with
suberization appears to follow new root extension by 7 to 15
days early in the season. However, from August on, it was
apparent that less time was required for suberization to take
place following root extension.
The apical meristems of the main extension roots of these
species may remain active for a considerable time, while
rapidly growing laterals arising from these main roots seldom
were active longer than one or two weeks.
Some of the main extension roots and a few of their laterals
tended to increase in diameter. Root thickening was also
observed in roots in which apical growth had already ceased.
The maximum rate of thickening was observed for a single
root of Atriplex which appeared in the window on May 10,
and by the end of the season was over 2 mm in diameter. This
represents more than a 10-fold increase in diameter;
however, growth in diameter during the growing season for
these three species was usually on the order of no more than
two or three times the initial diameter. It is apparent that the
main roots and some of their lateral elements are primarily
responsible for extension of the root system.

Table 9. Distribution of the roots of Atriplix confertifolia,
Ceratoides lanata and Artemisia tridentata at several
depths in the soil. Number of roots per 100 cm' in the
vertical observation window (A3UCB20)
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The change in color associated with suberization appears
to be indicated by a slight yellowing which takes place at a
distance of 4 to 10 mm from the root tip. The apparently
suberized older root surfaces exhibited an intense pale yellow
color which easily contrasted with the soil particles. These
suberized roots were almost always densely covered with root
hairs.
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Under Conopy .........

The short rootlets may grow from a few millimeters to a
few centimeters in length, but usually they do not show any
significant increase in thickness.

.

Conopy lnlerspoce -

Active and inactive apical meristems were easily detected
with the microscope. An inactive meristem was apparently
completely suberized including the root apex. Moreover,
cessation of meristematic activity was indicated by a light
brown color for Atriplex and the metacutization zone in
Artemisia, which remains visible for some time because the
rest of the root tends to darken slowly.
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Figure 20. CO, dioxide efflux from the soil surface for one
calendar year, 1974, in Curlew Valley for a community
dominated by Atriplex confertifolia. CO, effluxes under the
shrub canopies and in the canopy interspaces are
represented separately.
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Root hairs in Atriplex were still visible during 1973 for
suberized roots of the previous year.
Near the root tip, the newly formed root hairs are whitish
or colorless for the three species. Root hairs in suberized older
segments appeared stiff and rigid and sometimes broken
through the microscope. Their color was light brown for
A triplex and Artemisia and pale yellow for Ceratoides. In the
last species these persistent root hairs were longer than in
the other two species.
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A noticeable feature of the roots of all three species was the
presence of root hairs over most of the root surface, including
the apparently suberized portions. Persistence of root hairs
for long periods of time has been observed by Jeffrey and
Torrey (1921) in woody species of Aster and by McDougall
(1921) in several woody legumes. A similar report was given
by Whitaker (1923) for various members of the Compositae
family. Roots totally covered by root hairs in three grasses
were mentioned also by Dittmer (1938).
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Figure 21. CO, efflux from the soil surface for one
calendar year, 1974, in Curlew Valley for a community
dominated by Ceratoides lanata. CO, effluxes under the
shrub canopies and in the canopy interspaces are
represented separately.

There were also places on the roots where these hairs
were absent, probably because of replacement of the
epidermis or movement of the roots through the soil which
resulted in sloughing of the root hairs.
DISCUSSION
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Figure 22. CO, efflux from the soil surface for one
calendar year, 1974, in Curlew Valley for a community
dominated by Artemisia tridentata. CO, effluxes under the
shrub canopies and in the canopy interspaces are
represented separately.

Data of this study and the study of DePuit and Caldwell
(1973) indicate maximum seasonal net CO, assimilation and
growth rates of the cool shrub-steppe species Artemisia
tridentata, Gutierrezia sarothrae and Agropyron spicatum
var. inerme occur mainly during spring and early summer
months, which are the periods during which water and heat
stresses are lowest. With respect to vegetative growth
pattern, therefore, the phenologies of the three species are
similar in an environment where water availability is perhaps
the main factor limiting vegetative growth on a seasonal
basis. Most other field studies on arid land species have found
maximum seasonal photosynthetic rates to be associated with
minimum water stress. Oechel et al. (1972) and Chew and
Chew (1965) found water availability to be the most
important factor controlling seasonal phenology, productivity and net photosynthesis of the desert shrub Larrea tridentata. Dunn (1970) obtained similar results with seasonal
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ATRIPL£X

Figure 23. Mean daily rate of root elongation for
three cool desert species during the course of the
1973 growing season at 10-cm depth increments in
the soil profile. Rates are expressed as mm per day
for the visible root system in an observation window
of 50-cm width. The period of active shoot
elongation, denoted as vegetative growth, and the
principal periods of flowering and fruit development
are also indicated for each species.
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Figure 24. Relative growth rates of roots of Atriplex
confertijolia during the course of the 1974 growing season at
10-cm depth increments in the soil profile. Rates are
expressed as mm of root growth per day per cm of existing
root mass visible in the soil observation window. One group
of shrubs was pruned to remove approximately 50 % of the
above-ground foliage on June 7, 1974, and the other group
was left intact.
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Figure 25. Relative growth rates of roots of Ceratoides
lanata during the course of the 1974 growing season at
10-cm depth increments in the soil profile. Rates are
expressed as mm of root growth per day per cm of existing
root mass visible in the soil observation window. One group
of shrubs was pruned to remove approximately 50 % of the
above-ground foliage on June 7, 1974, and the other group
was left intact.
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Figure 26. Relative growth rates of roots of Artemisia
tridentata during the course of the 1974 growing season at
10-cm depth increments in the soil profile. Rates are
expressed as mm of root growth per day per cm of existing
root mass visible in the soil observation window. One group
of shrubs was pruned to remove approximately 50 % of the
above-ground foliage on June 7, 1974, and the other group
was left in tact.
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photosynthesis and growth of Mediterranean sclerophylls, as
did Hellmuth (1968) with the Australian desert shrub
Rhagodia baccata and West (1969) with three species of
Artemisia. It should be noted, however, that some exceptions
have been shown to occur; Hellmuth (1969), for example,
found net photosynthetic capacity of Acacia craspedocarpa
to be little reduced even during periods of extreme drouth.
The two species which have to largely reconstruct their
entire above-ground biomass every year, Agropyron
spicatum and Gutierrezia sarothrae, have much higher rates
of net photosynthesis during spring and early summer than
does Artemisia tridentata (DePuit and Caldwell 1973). The
relatively more evergreen A. tridentata apparently relies
more on a strategy of lower photosynthetic rates per unit leaf
material of larger numbers of leaves which persist from year
to year. Conversely, G. sarothrae and A. spicatum, having
little or no standing leaf biomass at the beginning of the
growing season, have evolved higher photosynthetic rates per

unit leaf material to compensate for the relatively smaller
amounts of leaf biomass per plant that can be developed
within a single season.
Although gas exchange activity was generally reduced
during periods of high water stress and temperature for all
three species of the present study, there were considerable
interspecific differences in the nature of reduced gas
exchange activity during such periods. As stated previously,
A. spicatum simply became dormant in terms of net
photosynthesis during stress periods which followed the
spring and early summer periods of high photosynthetic
activity. This species has apparently evolved to undergo
extremely high photosynthetic production during favorable
environmental conditions; photosynthesis rates per unit leaf
area are higher for this species than for either shrub species on
the same site. This production apparently enables A.
spicatum to store adequate amounts of photosynthate for
completion of its seasonal reproductive cycle later in the
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season during harsher conditions when no positive net
photosynthesis occurs. Similar spring and early summer
peaks of grass species primary production in intermoun~ain
semiarid grasslands were reported by Pearson (1965) and
Blaisdell (1958). Conversely, the two shrub species studied,
Gutierrezia sarothrae and Artemisia tridentata, appear to be
capable of active net photosynthesis during stress periods,
although gas exchange rates per unit leaf material of A.
tridentata (DePuit and Caldwell 1973) are much lower than
those of G. sarothrae. However, A. tridentata retains greater
numbers of leaves during such periods -- e.g., higher leaf dry
weight:green stem dry weight ratios (Table 1) -- than does G.
sarothrae.

Diel Patterns of Gas Exchange
Seasonal variations in the die! pattern of net photosynthesis
can be seen to occur for all three species. For Artemisia
tridentata, DePuit and Caldwell (1973) found daily patterns
of net photosynthesis to be correlated mainly with irradiation
and temperature during early portions of the growing season
when water availability was not limiting. The course of daily
net photosynthesis paralleled irradiation intensity unless leaf
temperatures deviated substantially from the temperature
optimum of photosynthesis. A similar dependence • of
photosynthesis, primarily on temperature and irradiation
when water was not limiting, has been noted in other studies
(Helms 1972, Warren Wilson 1967, Hari and Luukkanen
1973). This relationship apparently holds for G. sarothrae
and A. spicatum, as shown by ambient gas exchange results
presented for spring and early summer periods. Ludlow and
Wilson (1971) fuun<l similar interactions between irradiation
and temperature affecting net photosynthesis of tropical
grass species.
The parallel pattern of net photosynthesis and irradiation
when leaf temperatures are not excessive for A. spicatum in
June (Fig. 7) suggests that the photosynthetic system of this
species is not light-saturated even at irradiation intensities as
high as 2000 microeinsteins m-•sec-•. Experiments with G.
sarothrae at optimal leaf temperatures and water potentials
have indicated light saturation of net photosynthesis with
solar irradiations at much lower levels -- ca. 1100 to 1400
microeinsteins m· 2sec-•. Therefore, under conditions of'
optimal temperature and plant water status, A. spicatum
may be capable of a more complete utilization of incoming
solar irradiation than G. sarothrae. Interspecific variations in
light saturation characteristics have long been noted
(Hesketh and Moss 1963). High utilization of solar energy has,
been noted for other grass species (Woledge 1971, Cartledge
and Connor 1973), although grasses posessing the C,
photosynthetic pathway have higher light saturation
intensities of photosynthesis than do grasses possessing C,
photosynthesis. Connor and Cartledge (1971), for example,
found much lower photosynthetic light saturation intensities
for wheat (C,) than they did, in an earlier study, for Chloris
gayana(C,) (Connor and Cartledge 1970). In view of this, the·
apparently high light saturation intensity of the C, species, A.
spicatum, is somewhat surprising. Connor and Cartledge
(1970) relegated only minor importance to factors such as

temperature, and attributed most of the variability of grass
community net photosynthetic production solely to variations in irradiation and leaf area under conditions of
optimum water and nutrient supply.
Patterns of net photosynthesis of G. sarothrae in May (Fig.
1) were roughly parallel to irradiation until peak rates were
exhibited at 9:00, when leaf temperatures were closest
to the temperature optimum of net photosynthesis.
Photosynthetic rates then declined as leaf temperatures
became supraoptimal. During the hot, dry periods of July
and August (Figs. 2 and 3), little correlation was evident
between irradiation intensity and pattern of net photosynthesis. It is interesting to note that net photosynthesis rates
reached daily peaks very early in the day during these stress
periods -- ca. 7:00 to 8:00 -- after which high leaf
temperatues caused a drastic reduction in rates. Pearson and
Hunt (1972) noted a similar phenomenon in CO, exchange of
alfalfa, in which diurnal CO, uptake was maximal after only
l to 2 hr of illumination for plants grown under warmer
temperature regimes, whereas maximum assimilation rates
of plants grown under cooler temperatures peaked after 4 to 5
hr. An earlier decline in net assimilation rates was also noted
in the warm-grown alfalfa. Dunn ( 1970) noted morning peak
net assimilation rates in heat- and water-stressed sclerophylls,
as did West (1969) with subalpine Artemisia tridentata and
Mika and Antoszewski (1972) with apple trees. A bimodal
pattern of daily net photosynthesis rates during stress periods
has been frequently reported (Hellmuth 1968, 1971, Strain
1970, Lange et al. 1969, Hodges 1967, Hari and Luukkanen
1973). This is apparenlly a reflection of a midday depression
of net photosynthesis rates after peak rates in early morning.
With G. sarothrae during July and August, however, no late
afternoon recovery of net photosynthesis was observed. Lack
of bimodal daily pattern was also observed for A. tridentata
by DePuit and Caldwell (1973), and the inability of stomates
to reopen following periods of water stress-induced closure
was cited as a prime factor preventing a late afternoon
resurgence of net photosynthesis. To a degree, such would
also seem to be the case with G. sarothrae, since r; values in
the late afternoon during July and August never returned to
minimum morning values. Increased stomata! resistance in
response to effects of high midday irradiation, temperature
and transient water stress has been cited as an important
factor depressing mid- to late-day net photosynthesis in other
studies (Dunn 1970, Lange et al. 1969, Hellmuth 1968, Strain
1970). Strain (1970) postulated that deeper-rooted species,
hence those with more available water during drouth, could
recover more rapidly from midday net photosynthetic
depressions caused by transient water stresses of leaves. This
hypothesis would not be supported by present results, as net
photosynthesis of the deeper-rooted A. tridentata was, if
anything, more irreversibly and severely suppressed (see
DePuit and Caldwell 1973) than was net photosynthesis of G.
sarothrae. Efficiency of water transport of roots and stems
would also be expected to affect the rapidity of recovery from
transient water stress (Crafts 1968, Kramer 1969, Boyer
1971b ); G. sarothrae and A. tridentata may have relatively
high stem and root resistances to H,O transport.
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However, for G. sarothrae, residual resistance to CO, flux
(r~) was much higher than stomata! diffusion resistances (r~)
and r~ increased much more dramatically during late
afternoon periods when net photosynthesis was depressed
(Figs. 2 and 3). Therefore, for this species, r: was far more
sensitive to periods of high temperature and transient water
stress than r~, and accounted for most of the observed
depression of net photosynthesis. Hodges (1967) also felt r:V,
( = r~) to be the major resistance depressing net
photosynthesis for certain coniferous species, although
concurrent increases in r; also occurred.
A possibility exists that the capacity of the photosynthetic
system may not be as great following prolonged irradiation
periods; hence photosynthetic capacities under the same
conditions may be lower later in the day as opposed to initial
capacities in the morning. Upmeyer and Koller (1973), for
example, found depressed photosynthetic rates in soybean
under identical conditions at the end of periods of
illumination as opposed to rates at the beginning. The decline
in photosynthesis rates through the illumination periods was
associated with increases in both r; and r:, which occurred
when high leaf starch accumulations were attained;
subsequent increases in soluble carbohydrate then occurred
which may have reduced photosynthesis rates through effects
on stomates or through end-product inhibition. The latter
form of photosynthetic limitation, linked with a progressive
buildup of products of photosynthesis with time, is supported
by Habeshaw (1973) in his studies on sugar beets.
Interestingly, G. sarothrae (Figs. 2 and 3) did not exhibit
afternoon negative net photosynthesis during periods of heat
and water stress as did A. tridentata. Such negative net
photosynthesis for heat- and water-stressed plants has been
observed for a number of other species (e.g., Hellmuth 1968,
Strain and Chase 1966, Raschke 1970, Dunn 1970,
Troughton and Cowan 1968).

Effects of Temperature and Plant Water Potential
on Gas Exchange
On a seasonal basis, magnitudes of net photosynthesis for
A. tridentata have been shown to be maximal during periods
of minimal water stress, although confounding effects of
phenology are also involved (DePuit and Caldwell 1973).
When effects of phenology were removed, that is, when gas
exchange of plants at the same phenological stage was
measured at differing water potentials, rates
of net
photosynthesis for this species were still seen to decline with
increasing water stress (Fig. 14). On a seasonal basis, G.
sarothrae also generally exhibited lower net photosynthesis
rates during those periods of high water stress (Figs. 1-4),
although phenological differences at different times of the
season may also have been involved. When effects of differing
water potentials on net photosynthesis at the same
phenological stage were noted (Fig. 15), a general decline in
photosynthetic rates with decreasing water potential was
discerned. However, as Figure 15 shows, there may actually
be an optimum range of plant water potentials for net
photosynthesis of this species, and water potentials above this
range may depress net photosynthesis as much as lower water
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potentials. Kershaw (1972) similarly noted optimum plant
water contents for net photosynthesis of lichen species, which
he found to vary both among and within species. Pallas et al.
(1967), working with cotton, found a similar initial increase
in net photosynthesis rates with decreasing water potential;
rates at subsequent lower \jJ values declined.
Similarly negative responses of photosynthesis and growth
to decreasing water potential to those of G. sarothrae and A.
tridentata have been widely observed (Hellmuth 1968,
Oechel et al. 1972, Slatyer 1967, Schultz and Gatherum
1971, Troughton 1969, Boyer 1970a and b, 1971a, Plaut and
Bravdo 1973, Kriedemann and Smart 1971). It should be
pointed out here, however, that under conditions of high soil
water availability transient decreases in plant tissue water
potential may not inhibit net photosynthesis for certain
species. This would be expected to hold true for species
possessing relatively high efficiencies of water transport from
the soil-root interface to leaves, which depend on root and
stem characteristics (Crafts 1968, Kramer 1969, Boyer
1971b). Warren Wilson (1967) found high transient leaf
water deficits of several crop species associated with high
temperature and irradiation to not significantly affect net
photosynthesis of those species under conditions of optima'!
soil water supply. Turner and Begg (1973) obtained similar
results when soil water was nonlimiting. Crafts (1968) also
pointed out that effects of temperature, humidity and
phenology must be taken into account when discussing effects
of water potential on net photosynthesis, since low
temperature and VPD may tend to ameliorate effects of
water stress, while high temperature and VPD may
accentuate water stress effects. Other investigators have
noted the possibility of similar effects of humidity (Lange et
al. 1969, Stevenson and Shaw 1971). With respect to
phenology, different types and ages of leaves present at
different phenological stages may vary in their responses to
water stress. The interaction of temperature and phenology
with water potential will be noted later in this discussion. It
becomes apparent that effects of water potential should not
be considered independently, but with reference to the total
environmental complex affecting net photosynthesis.

If deleterious effects of depressed plant water potentials on
gas exchange are immediate, e.g., direct effects on the
chemical processes of photosynthesis and respiration,
decreases in net photosynthesis immediately concurrent with
decreases in plant water potential would be expected. This
may or may not be the case if major plant water potential
effects on net photosynthesis are indirect, e.g., through
stomata! closure. Dunn (1970) noted maximum tissue water
stress of evergreen sclerophylls just prior to decreases in net
photosynthetic rates. Tissue water stress was less severe after
stomata! closure, which tended to raise previously depleted
leaf water reserves while decreasing net photosynthesis.
Hence, lowest net photosynthesis rates were associated with
relatively higher tissue water potentials, just the reverse of
what might have been expected. Hodges (1967) found similar
responses with several conifer species. Such a pattern would
only be expected with species possessing relatively high
stomata! control of net photosynthesis and the capability of
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rapidly restoring depleted leaf water reserves. The A.
tridentata and G. sarothrae of this study did not exhibit this
pattern, since midday depressions of net photosynthesis
during late summer stress periods corresponded to midday
increases of plant water stress (see Figs. 1-4 and DePuit and
Caldwell 1973). Such a pattern for G. sarothrae is not
surprising, since this species has been shown to exhibit
relatively little stomata! control of gas exchange. The lack of a
midday alleviation of tissue water stress for A. tridentata,
which has relatively greater stomata! control of gas exchange,
is harder to explain, and may reflect an inability of this
species to rapidly obtain enough soil moisture to carry out an
alleviation of depressed plant water potentials. Teare and
Kanemasu (1972) noted r: to be a major factor limiting net
photosynthesis of sorghum and soybean, and found the daily
patterns of r{ and water potential to be parallel.
Most comparative plant water potential data of this study
were "maximum" plant water potentials ( 4'max) or, in other
words, the plant water potentials which occurred after
maximum recharge of transient tissue water deficits under
prevailing soil moisture conditions. Therefore, results
reported are not for gas exchange responses to transient
water potentials but to the general water status of the plant,
which was believed to be reflected in 4' max· Such a
treatment of water status is not without precedent. Oechel
et al. (1972) found seasonal and diurnal rates of net
photosynthesis of Larrea tridentata in the field to be
strongly correlated with dawn plant water potentials, which
are reasonably synonymous with the 4' max term used in the
present study.

Nature of Effects of Water Potential on
Net Photosynthesis
The nature of the effects of water potential on plant gas
exchange should now be discussed. As mentioned previously, both direct and indirect effects of water potential
may occur. Slatyer (1967) defined two main modes of water
effects on net photosynthesis: 1) hydroactive closing of the
stomata, bringing about a reduced CO, supply to the
mesophyll; 2) effects of H,O deficit on the biochemical
processes involved in photosynthesis. Crafts (1968) added a
third possible mode: 3) dehydration of cuticle, epidermal
walls and all membranes, reducing their permeability to
CO,. Slatyer and Crafts both recognized the fact that water
potential could affect respiratory processes as well. Since
respiration in light is an important factor affecting net
photosynthesis, we have added a fourth mode of water
potential effect on net photosynthesis: 4) effects of H,O
deficit on processes of respiration in light. The latter three
modes of water potential effects on net photosynthesis are
considered as direct effects on photosynthesis in the context
of this disscussion -- although H,O effects on net
photosynthesis through respiration may, in a strict sense, be
considered as indirect -- and will be reflected in the response
of residual resistance (r{) to plant water potential. The first
mode of water potential effect on net photosynthesis is
considered to be an indirect effect, and would be reflected
in the response of stomata! diffusion resistance (r~) to plant
water potential. This response will be discussed first.

Water Potential and Temperature Effects on Stomatal
Diffusion Resistance
Figure 8 shows the response of stomata! diffusion
resistance (r~) at various temperatures to maximum plant
water potential for laboratory G. sarothrae held at the same
stage of phenology. In accordance with the previously noted
temperature response of rf for this species, rf increases at
temperatures above the temperature optimum (18 C) of net
photosynthesis; however, r~ actually gradually decreases
with decreasing 4'max at higher temperatures throughout
most of the water potential continuum. Stomata! resistances
are relatively low on an absolute basis. Stomata! diffusion
resistances of A. tridentata, however, can be seen in Figure
9 to be much higher in absolute magnitude than those of G.
sarothrae, and showed a general increase with decreasing
4' max· Hence, stomata of A. tridentata are far more
sensitive than those of G. sarothrae not only to increased
temperatures, as noted earlier, but also to increased plant
water stress. Thus, A. tridentata may be able to maintain
relatively more leaves during hot, drouthy periods by
minimizing leaf water losses through stomata! closure
during such periods. G. sarothrae, although capable of
higher photosynthetic rates, cannot curb excessive water
losses during stress periods by stomata! closure, and must
shed increasing numbers of leaves to eliminate such losses.
The shedding of some leaves during periods of reduced
water availability by G. sarothrae may increase the relative
amount of water available for remaining leaves, allowing
greater net photosynthesis; indeed, Moldau (1973) found
partial defoliation of bean plant leaves under drouth
conditions to induce greater net assimilation rates of
remaining leaves.
The pattern of increasing r~ with decreasing water
potentials noted for A. tridentata has been observed for a
number of other species (Jones 1973a, Biscoe 1972,
Troughton 1969, Moldau 1973, Beadle et al. 1973, Teare
and Kanemasu 1972, Stevenson and Shaw 1971, Boyer
1970b, 1971a, Beardsell et al. 1973b, Harris 1973), particularly at higher temperatures. As noted previously, a
relatively high degree of stomata! control of gas exchange,
especially under drouth conditions, has been viewed by
some investigators to be a specific adaptation of xerophytes
to conserve water (Whiteman and Koller 1967a, Neales et
al. 1968). Optimal resistance characteristics for xerophytes
have been postulated by Whiteman and Koller (1967b) to
comprise relatively high and sensitive r~ with low r'r values,
thereby maximizing CO, gain relative to water loss. A.
tridentata (Fig. 9) has relatively high r~ values which are
quite sensitive to temperature and water stress, but also has
very high rf values, particularly at high temperatures and
low water potentials. For A. tridentata, the benefits of
reduced absolute water loss due to increased rt under
conditions of increased heat and water stress would thus
appear to outweigh the disadvantages of further depressing
an already low net CO, assimilation potential due to high
residual resistances.
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Water Potential and Temperature Effects on
Residual Resistances
Although interspecific differences in response of rf to
temperature and water potential may be important in
helping to explain differences in gas exchange patterns
between A. tridentata and G. sarothrae, Figures 8 and 9
show highest resistances to net CO, assimilation to fall
within the residual resistance term for both species at any
given temperature and plant water potential. Other
investigators, however, have relegated a relatively minor
role to r~ as opposed to
in certain situations (Troughton
and Slatyer 1969, Gifford and Musgrave 1973, McPherson
and Slatyer 1973, Moldau 1973, Jones 1973a). It should be
noted, however, that the realtively low r/ values reported in
some of these studies were associated with species possessing
the C, dicarboxylic acid CO, assimilation pathway. Species
with C 3 (pentose) photosynthesis, such as the species of this
study, may well have higher chemical resistances to CO,
assimilation, hence higher rf values. Pasternak and Wilson
(1973), for example, found r: to be relatively more
important than r~ in limiting net photosynthesis for cotton
(C,), whereas for sorghum (C,) rt was considered to be the
major resistance limiting net photosynthesis. Similar
relationships were noted by Ludlow and Wilson (1971,
1972), Akita and Moss (1972) and Slatyer (1970). Also,
many studies which have attributed
relatively less
importance to I{have not included leaf respiration effects in
this resistance; as stated previously, respiration effects are
reflected in r~ as calculated in this study. Residual resistance
has been shown to be a major factor limiting net
photosynthesis in a number of studies (Bierhuizen and
Slatyer 1964, Ludlow and Jarvis 1971, Beardsell et al.
1973a, Gale et al. 1966). Although stomata! closure under
stress conditions is frequently noted as a prime factor
reducing net photosynthesis of desert species, Hellmuth
(1969) found, for Acacia craspedocarpa in the desert of
western Australia, relatively little regulation of net
photosynthesis by rl during periods of extreme heat and
water stress, and attributed regulation of net photosynthesis
to other factors (e.g., r~).
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more important in affecting response patterns than the
absolute magnitudes of those resistances.
Residual resistance for both G. sarothrae and A.
tridentata increased with decreases in maximum plant
water potential (4'max) and increases in temperatures above
the optimum temperature of net photosynthesis (Figs. 8 and
9), although there is a somewhat perplexing initial decrease
in r: with decreases in water potential (Beadle et al. 1973,
Troughton 1969, Boyer and Bowen 1970, Gale et al. 1966,
Plaut and Bravdo 1973, Redshaw and Meidner 1971, Jones
1973b). For the purposes of the following discussion, causes
for the increases in rt will be considered in two areas: 1)
increases in intracellular chemical and diffusional resistances to CO,; and 2) increases in apparent r~ due to effects
of respiration.

. Possible Effects of Water Potential on Intracellular
Chemical and Diffusional Resistances

Although results of the present study yield no clues for A.
tridentata or G. sarothrae specifically, the possibility
certainly exists that part of the increase in r: associated with
decreasing water potential for these species may be due to
increased intracellular chemical or diffusional resistances
(Troughton 1969). Studies on extracted chloroplasts (e.g.,
Boyer 1970a) and leaf discs (e.g., Jones 1973b) have shown
photosynthetic rates to decline with decreasing water
potentials independently of stomata! control. Such a decline
could be attributable to either reduced enzyme activity or
increased intracellular liquid phase diffusion resistance, or
both (Wareing et al. 1968). With maize, a species possessing
C, photosynthesis, Gifford and Musgrave (1970) felt
photosynthesis to be largely limited by diffusional
resistances rather than chemical under conditions of light
saturation for photosynthesis. Under other conditions or with
other species, chemical -- or "metabolic" -- resistances may
become more limiting. Boyer (1971a) and Plaut (1971) felt
• increased intracellular diffusion resistances not to be a factor
accounting for reduced photosynthesis at low water
potentials. Boyer (1971a) felt nonstomatal inhibition of
photosynthesis of sunflowers at decreasing water potentials
From this review of the literature it should become
not to be due to reduced enzyme activities, but to reduced
apparent that generalizations concerning the relative
photochemical activity of the chloroplasts. Boyer and Potter
importance of r: and rf are difficult, especially in view of (1973) and Potter and Boyer (1973) then evaluated effects of
the turgor pressure and osmotic potential components of
the fact that both r~ and ~ are usually acting concurrently
in limiting net photosynthesis (Hodges 1967). Interspecific
water potential on photochemical activity, but were unable
and intraspecific differences in gas exchange capacities have
to prove any conclusive effect of either on this activity. Plaut
been attributed to differences in both rf (Heichel 1971,
(1971) found no reduction in photochemical activity with
Whiteman and Koller 1967a and b, Holmgren et al. 1965) isolated spinach chloroplasts subjected to reduced osmotic
and r~ (Gifford and Musgrave 1973, Beadle et al. 1973, potentials, but did note a reduction in photosynthetic
Holmgren et al. 1965, Whiteman and Koller 1967a and b).
enzyme activities under such conditions. Reductions in
Meidner (1969) pointed out that, due to the complexRuDP carboxylase (Jones 1973a) and PEP carboxylase
ity of factor interactions affecting leaf resistances, under dif- (Huffaker et al. 1970) activities have been noted for other
ferent conditions different leaf resistances may be "chief' in species with decreases in water potential. Thus, an increase
in the chemical, if not the diffusional, component of rt has
limiting net photosynthesis. Troughton (1969), for example,
noted that rf alone increased in cotton with moderate
been shown to occur for some species with decreasing water
decreases in plant water potential, whereas both rl and r{ potentials, although an agreement on whether such an
increased with more extreme decreases. Also, in relation
increase is due to decreased enzyme or reduced phototo factors affecting patterns of net photosynthesis, the chemical activities has yet to be reached.
sensitivity of rf and rf to environmental changes may be
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Effects of Water Potential and Temperature on
Respiration in Light
Data of this study do yield a number of insights regarding
the effects of respiration on apparent increases in rf
associated with increases in temperature and water stress.
Figure 13 shows the response of dark (mitochondrial)
respiration to I.JImax at various temperatures for G.
sarothrae and A. tridentata. Respiration rates can be seen to
decline with decreasing water potentials over most of the
I.JImax continuum, although a slight increase in rates can be
seen at lowest water potentials. Pallas et al. (1967) found
a nearly identical response pattern with cotton, as did
Mooney (1969) with a Mediterranean sclerophyllous species;
Brix (1962) noted a somewhat similar respiration response for
loblolly pine, although increases of respiration rates at lower
water potentials were much more pronounced. General
declines in respiration rate with decreasing water potentials
have been noted in other studies (Boyer 1971a, Schultz and
Gatherum 1971, Dunn 1970). Levitt (1972), Crafts (1968)
and Kramer (1969) note that respiration responses to
decreasing water potential may vary among species and
within a species depending on the magnitude of I.JI.Slatyer
(1967) suggested that dark respiration may either decline
uniformly with decreasing water potentials or first increase
("reaction" phase) and later decrease ("restitution" phase).
Kaul (1966) noted the latter pattern with wheat. Depressed
respiration rates under extremely low water potentials have
been commonly noted, and may be due to effects of direct
drouth injury under such conditions (Kaul 1966, Levitt
1972, Crafts 1968).
Levitt (1972) and Kramer (1969) stated that although
both photosynthesis and respiration rates may decline with
decreasing water potentials, the rate of decline of
photosynthesis may be much more rapid than that of
respiration, resulting in a further depression of net
photosynthesis. This effect may be accentuated at higher
temperatures, where, as pointed out previously, respiration
rates are increased far more than those of photosynthesis
(Hari and Luukkanen 1973, Hew et al. 1969). Indeed, as
Slatyer (1967) pointed out, under conditions of increasing
temperature and water stress net photosynthesis may
become negative, indicating higher respiration rates than
gross photosynthesis rates. This has been found to be the case
in a number of studies (Troughton and Cowan 1968, Strain
1969, Hellmuth 1968, Raschke 1970, Dunn 1970). A.
tridentata, under conditions of high temperature and water
stress, similarly exhibited negative net photosynthesis, both
during hot and dry late summer afternoons (DePuit and
Caldwell 1973) and during the experiments of this study
(Fig. 14). G. sarothrae, however, did not exhibit negative
net photosynthesis under even the most extreme conditions
(Figs. 2 and 3). A comparison of respiration responses
relative to photosynthetic responses to decreasing water
potential for the two species may shed some light on the
differences noted above. Respiration rates of G. sarothrae
(Fig. 15) declined far more precipitously than those of A.
tridentata (Fig. 14), whereas photosynthetic rates of G.
sarothrae (Fig. 15) declined more gradually than those of A.
tridentata (Fig. 14). Hence, at lower water potentials,
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respiration rates are much higher relative to photosynthesis
rates for A. tridentata than for G. sarothrae, particularly at
higher temperatures where respiration may actually exceed
gross photosynthesis. Respiration effects would therefore
seem to be a more important component of increased
apparent r: values under conditions of heat or water stress
for A. tridentata than for G. sarothrae.
It should be noted that the respiration rates of G.
sarothrae and A. tridentata portrayed in Figures 13 through
15 are rates observed in darkness, and thus may not be
accurate absolute representations of rates in light.
Considerable evidence has been presented in the past
concerning an apparent inhibition of dark (mitochondrial)
respiration in light (e.g., Brown and Tregunna 1967,
Poskuta 1969, Forrester et al. 1966, Brix 1968, Hoch et al.
1963, Cornie 1973). Results of open-system CO, evolution
experiments in an atmosphere of low CO, and O, indicated
an apparent inhibition of dark respiration in light for A.
tridentata, especially at higher light intensities. However,
most, if not all, of this apparent inhibition of dark
respiration may simply be due to reassimilation of evolved
CO, by photosynthesizing chloroplasts in light (Moss 1966,
Samish and Koller 1968, Ludwig and Canvin 1971, ElSharkaway et al. 1967, Raven 1972b, Ozbun et al. 1964,
Jackson and Volk 1970). This is supported somewhat by the
fact that dark respiration in nonchlorophyllous tissue or of tissue in which photosynthesis has been suppressed has not been
found to be light inhibited (Hew and Krotkov 1968, Raven
1972a, Ludwig and Canvin 1971, El-Sharkaway et al. 1967).
The degree of apparent inhibition of dark respiration due to
photosynthetic reassimilation varies considerably among
species, in conjunction with interspecific differences in
photosynthetic efficiency (Raven 1972b, Jackson and Volk
1970). Physical factors affecting rates of photosynthesis and
respiration (e.g., temperature, irradiation and water
potential) would also be expected to affect reassimilation
efficiency. If most of the apparent inhibition of dark
respiration in light is due to photosynthetic reassimilation,
the respiration rates of Figures 13 through 15 may be
reasonably close to "dark" respiration rates in light.
However, much recent evidence has indicated that the
reactions of dark respiration may be directly inhibited by
photosynthetic intermediates in light (Jackson and Volk
1970, Downton and Tregunna 1968, Santarius and Heber
1965, Krause and Bassham 1969, Raven 1972a, Sargent
and Taylor 1972) as well as indirectly inhibited through
reassimilation. Therefore, dark respiration rates shown
concurrently with photosynthesis rates in Figures 14 and 15
are probably overestimates of true dark respiration rates in
light, although considerable dark respiration still may occur
in the light (Jackson and Volk 1970, Ludwig and Canvin
1971). In his review, Raven (1972a) stated dark respiration
in light to range from 25 to 100 % of dark respiration in dark.
Effects of photorespiration (peroxisomal) must also be added
to dark (mitochondrial) respiration effects in light (Ludwig
and Canvin 1971). Indeed, the process of photorespiration
tends to raise total respiration in light -- dark + photorespiration -- to generally higher levels than total respiration in dark. Both dark and photorespiration have
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been noted previously to increase with increasing temperatures, although the rate of increase of dark respiration with
temperature may be greater than that of photorespiration
(Holmgren and Jarvis 1967). However, according to current
understanding of the process of photorespiration (Beevers
1971), it is impossible for photorespiration to ever exceed
gross photosynthesis for any length of time; therefore, any
increases of total respiration in light over gross photosynthesis under conditions of high temperatures and water stress;
as noted for A. tridentata, would have to be due to increased
dark respiration under such circumstances, coupled with
such things as increased photorespiration, decreased gross
photosynthesis and increased diffusion resistances.
Gas Exchange of Plant Parts
Stem gas exchange rates for both species studied are
certainly lower than leaf rates, in agreement with most
previous research on stem gas exchange. Ludlow and
Wilson (1971) and Thorne (1959) have attributed lower
stem net assimilation rates to higher respiratory capacity in
relation to photosynthetic capacity in stems than in leaves.
In accordance with this, ratios of net photosynthesis over
dark respiration rates were higher for leaves than for stems
for both species of this study. Lowered photosynthetic capacity of stems has been attributed to greater stem CO, diffusional resistances than found in leaves; a limitation due to low
stem chlorophyll concentration which seldom, if ever, occurs
in leaves, has also been postulated (Ludlow and Wilson
1971). Differences between species in stem gas exchange
capacity have been attributed to such things as interspecific
differences in CO 2 accumulation and bark permeability
(Zelawski et al. 1970). Such differences would certainly be a
possibility between G. sarothrae and A. tridentata, leading
to differences in gas exchange activity. Ludlow and Wilson
(1971) attributed interspecific differences in stem net
photosynthesis to possible differences in stem structure as
affecting internal CO, diffusion resistances and in
chlorophyll concentration. They studied legume species,
divided into two broad classes based on stem gas exchange
characteristics: 1) species possessing green stems which
exhibit positive net photosynthesis in bright light, and 2)
species possessing relatively nongreen stems which have only
negative net photosynthesis. C. sarothrae would seem to fall
in the first category and A. tridentata in the second,
perhaps, although this species does possess some chlorophyll
and positive net photosynthesis of stems under optimal
temperatures.
The importance of stem activity with respect to total
shoot gas exchange for G. sarothrae becomes apparent from
the results of the defoliation experiments. To be sure, leaf
and stem rates both decline under adverse conditions and
with changes in phenology as shown by the August field
results (Fig. 17) in comparison with the laboratory results
(Caldwell et al. 1974). The decline in stem rates could be
due to simple aging effects on stem tissue, increasing
suberization or cutinization of stems which may lower CO,
permeability, or the death of part of the stem. Coulson and
Peel (1971) found differences in stem gas exchange patterns
with variations in age. Dark respiration was found to be
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inversely related to temperature in older stems of alder and
willow, whereas in younger stems a dark respiration
temperature response more closely akin to that of leaves was
found, with higher respiration rates at higher temperatures.
This difference in pattern was attributed to variations in
translocation potential -- i.e., higher translocation rates in
older stems under lower temperatures, therefore greater
respiration -- and structure of old vs. young stems. Since
most stem material active in gas exchange in C. sarothrae is
formed during the current year, one might therefore expect
patterns of gas exchange of the stems to be similar to those of
leaves; this was indeed found to be the case. Ludlow and
Wilson ( 1971) similarly found the qualitative response of gas
exchange of stems and leaves to be roughly similar.
Stem gas exchange rates were still considerable for G.
sarothrae even in the hot, dry August period (Fig. 17), and
the temperature response pattern was the same. This fact,
coupled with the fact that leaf dry weight:stem dry weight
ratios are at their lowest (i.e., 441; see Table 1) during the
driest part of the season due to leaf dieback, may cause the
relative contribution of stems to total plant gas exchange
(CO, assimilated per unit time) during late summer in the
field to be substantially greater than that shown for the
plant material of the laboratory experiments in Figure 18.
The higher ambient temperatures prevalent during the late
summer would also favor stem net photosynthesis over leaf
by means of the higher temperature optimum of net
photosynthesis (25 C) of stem material.
The somewhat higher temperature optimum uf net
photosynthesis of stems (25 C) noted for C. sarothrae is
interesting (Fig. 17). This higher optimum may reflect a
lack of stomata! control of gas exchange in stems, which
would be expected to elevate optimum temperature of net
photosynthesis. Many investigators have felt relatively low
optimum temperatures of net photosynthesis to be due to
effects of physical limitations such as increased stomata!
diffusion resistance to CO, at higher temperatures, rather
than to properties of the biochemical process itself, since
optimum temperatures for photosynthesis in vitro have been
found to be relatively high -- ca. 35-40 C -- although time of
exposure to temperature may cause considerable variation
in this optimum (Heath 1969).
The relatively high level of stem gas exchange activity in a
species such as G. sarothrae, which loses much of its foliage
during the driest part of the season, may indeed be an
adaptation of that species enabling it to maintain reasonably
high whole-plant gas exchange rates during such stress
periods. A species such as A. tridentata, which keeps a
relatively higher proportion of its foliage during dry periods,
may not require such stem activity for vigor during such
periods. The question remains, however; why has G.
sarothrae evolved high stem gas exchange capacity rather
than maintaining more leaf material as does A. tridentata?
In other words, the nature of the adaptive significance, if
any, of stem gas exchange should be examined. The
phenology of the species involved would certainly be
expected to have a bearing on any adaptive significance of
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stem gas exchange. In studies on woody stem photosynthesis, the stems of deciduous species have frequently been
found to be very active photosynthetically; this would seem
to be an adaptation allowing net CO, assimilation under
favorable conditions during leafless periods. Pearson and
Lawrence {1958) noted more chlorophyll per unit area in
aspen stems than in leaves during early parts of the growing
season, and found these chlorophyllous stems to be active
photosynthetically. Subsequent research on aspen (Strain
and Johnson 1963) has shown stem photosynthesis on a
seasonal whole-plant basis to be significant for this species.
Further studies along this line have shown autumn, winter
and spring photosynthesis to be quite important for other
deciduous angiosperms. Perry (1971) found twigs of over 50
tree species studies to contain chlorophyll, and for a number
of species (e.g., Quercus, Platanus, Carya and Liquidambar
spp.) winter twig photosynthesis under favorable conditions
was significant. With tuliptree (Liquidambar styracijlua),
for example, he found winter dry matter increments of 42 %
for twigs attributable to stem CO, assimilation. Conversely,
stem gas exchange of nondeciduous species has been shown
to be much less significant, presumably because leaves are
present and capable of net CO, assimilation under favorable
conditions throughout the season, therefore eliminating any
selective pressure for the development of stem photosynthetic capabilities. With coniferous species, Perry (1971)
found low stem gas exchange activities, the maximum
photosynthetic rates of stems being only about 10 % of leaf
rates. Zelawski et al. (1970) similarly found stem 1;as
exchange to be much lower in gymnosperms than in
angiosperms. G. sarothrae and A. tridentata would seem to
conform to this pattern, the more drouth-deciduous G.
sarothrae having higher stem gas exchange capabilities than
the relatively nondeciduous A. tridentata. Adaptive
"reasons" for the drouth-deciduous habit of G. sarothrae,
necessitating high stem gas exchange capacity for maintenance of its seasonal growth cycle, are not immediately
evident. As stated earlier, leaves of this species exhibit
considerably less stomata! control of gas exchange than do
the leaves of A. tridentata. Such leaves may have evolved to
enable G. sarothrae to undergo maximal net CO,
assimilation and growth rates under favorable moisture
conditions during spring and early summer. Such rates may
be necessary for this half-shrub species which has to, in
essence, reconstruct its entire above-ground biomass every
season. Mooney and Dunn (1970) similarly found higher
maximum leaf net photosynthesis rates under favorable
conditions with drouth-deciduous
species than with
evergreen species. The leaves of G. sarothrae, however,
have relatively lower water use efficiencies and would seem
to become somewhat detrimental to the plant from a waterloss standpoint during drouth periods -- hence making a
relatively drouth-deciduous habit necessary. Water loss
through the remaining photosynthetic stem material would
then be expected to be less severe. Table 1 shows absolute
water losses of stems of G. sarothrae at most temperatures to
be less than losses through leaves. Water use efficiency of
stem photosynthesis (P:T), however, can be seen to be lower
than that of leaves, even though the ratio of P:Tleaves to
P:Tstems decreases with increasing temperature, indicating

a greater reduction of leaf photosynthetic efficiencies than
of stem efficiencies at higher temperatures. Possible reasons
for lowered photosynthetic capacities of stems have already
been discussed. It should be pointed out here, however, that
much of the water loss measured on defoliated stems may
have been greater than normal due to possible water loss
through open wounds where the leaves had been removed,
therefore yielding P:T ratios substantially lower than they
may have been on intact stems. Nonetheless, in an adaptive
sense the relatively low photosynthetic efficiencies of stems
may be acceptable to the species in view of the overall
absolute reduction in water loss cited above, especially in
view of the fact that significant net CO, assimilation takes
place in stems even at those low efficiencies. The somewhat
higher temperature optimum of stem net photosynthesis
noted previously would also be expected to favor increased
dependence on stem over leaf net photosynthesis at the
higher temperatures prevalent during late summer.
Stem net photosynthesis of specific desert species has been
viewed as a possible adaptation for survival for some time.
Cannon (1908) and Fahn (1964) have noted the presence of
chlorophyll in the stems of many desert species and
postulated upon the significance of this phenomenon.
Mooney and Strain (1964) investigated ocotillo during its
drouth-deciduous phenological stage and found no evidence
of CO, assimilation during that period. However, it was
recognized that stem CO, assimilation might occur under
more favorable environmental conditions; indeed, the net
photosynthetic dormancy of the stems of ocotillo during
drouth may have been an important adaptation in itself.
Much research has been devoted to stem gas exchange of
paloverde (Cercidium floridum ), a drouth-deciduous
tree-like species possessing a remarkable amount of
chlorophyll in its stems. Studies by Adams et al. (1967) and
Adams and Strain (1969) have shown more chlorophyll per
unit area in stems than in leaves for this species. Except
under optimal conditions, stem photosynthetic rates were
found to be quite comparable to leaf rates on a per-unit area
basis, although on a per-unit weight of chlorophyll basis,
stem rates were considerably lower. This latter relationship
may be a reflection of such things as greater internal CO,
diffusion resistances within stems, greater depths of
chloroplasts within stems, or greater stem albedo as opposed
to leaf albedo resulting in less total radiant energy
absorption by the stem chloroplasts. Qualitatively, the
pattern of stem photosynthesis of paloverde was found to be
similar to that of the leaves. When the magnitude of green
stem material per plant was considered, plus the fact that
paloverde is leafless for much of the season, the importance
of stems to total plant gas exchange became apparent.
Adams and Strain ( 1969) found stems to account for 40 % of
the total photosynthetic production per year for paloverde.
Although paloverde might be viewed as an extreme example
of stem photosynthetic activity, a number of parallels can be
drawn between it and G. sarothrae. G. sarothrae, again,
may be viewed as semi-drouth deciduous, losing much of its
foliage during the driest part of the season and, as this study
indicates, stem photosynthetic rates are certainly sizable
compared to leaf rates. Figure 18 shows that at certain
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temperatures (e.g., 25 C), even under optimal environmental conditions and with relatively high leaf dry
weight:stem dry weight ratios, stem photosynthesis can
account for up to 20 % of total CO 2 assimilated. Under more
drouthy conditions and with lower leaf dry weight:stem dry
weight ratios this percentage may well be greater, as has
been postulated earlier. The higher temperature optimum
of net photosynthesis of G. sarothrae stems is a phenomenon
not noted in the previous studies cited, and at this stage may
well be viewed as an adaptation unique to G. sarothrae for
greater gas exchange during the hotter times of the growing
season.
With regard to dark respiration, although stem
respiration rates for G. sarothrae are generally lower than
leaf rates, the greater amount of stem material during the
later summer drouth periods may cause most respired CO 2
to come from stem respiration during such periods. Glover
(1973) found this to be the case with sugarcane. Since stem
respiration rates of G. sarothrae do not increase as
drastically as leaf rates at higher temperatures, relatively
greater stem respiratory activity than leaf during hot,
late-summer periods may be an adaptation to minimize
respiratory CO, losses during such periods.
Stem photosynthetic activity of A. tridentata, although
much lower in magnitude than that of G. sarothrae, may
still be of adaptive value for that species, even though net
CO, uptake seldom occurs. Kriedemann and Buttrose ( 1971)
for example, found appreciable stem photosynthesis in
mature and immature vine shoots, although net CO. uptake
never occurred. Stem photosynthesis was, nevertheless,
viewed as an important adaptation allowing reassimilation
of much CO, evolved in stem respiration. Such a reduction
in stem CO, loss apparently also takes place with A.
tridentata, as can be seen in reduced rates of CO, efflux in
light vs. darkness.
In summary, results of defoliation gas exchange studies
have validated one of the original hypotheses proposed to
explain interspecific differences in gas exchange strategy
between G. sarothrae and A. tridentata. Stems of G.
sarothrae have been shown to be far more active
photosynthetically than those of A. tridentata, and may
account for significant portions of total CO, assimilated
during hot and dry periods when leaf dry weight:stem dry
weight ratios are lowest. For G. sarothrae, stem gas
exchange may be superior to leaf gas exchange from an
adaptive standpoint during periods of drouth and higher
temperatures by means of a somewhat higher optimum
temperature of net photosynthesis and a reduction in
absolute water loss, although photosynthetic water use
efficiency (P:T ratio) of stems is consistently lower than that
of leaves.
RooT

GROWTH

STUDIES

The plants whose roots were under study were growing in
their natural habitat with no indication of disturbance due to
the presence of the boxes, except for the obstruction imposed
by the observation panes.
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Two physical factors are recognized as particularly
important in influencing root growth. They are availability
of water and temperature. No significant differences were
found between the temperature and 4' s in the undisturbed
soil community and in the soil next to the observation
window. The internal temperature of the chambers was
controlled by the temperature of the soil surrounding five
sides of the chamber. During the winter they were covered
above by snow.
One factor that could affect the 4' s in the soil-window
interphase could be water from precipitation running down
the outside face of the window pane where it interfaces with
the soil profile. This effect was never observed in this study.
Root visibility was never blurred during the two years of
observation.
Initiation of significant root activity in the spring
occurred a few days earlier for roots than for aerial plant
parts for the three species under study. A similar conclusion
has been reported by Fedorova (1968) for sand desert
shrubs. Active root growth extended into the first week of
September for Ceratoides and Artemisia and almost one
month later for Atriplex. However, small increments of root
growth were recorded as late as January 18, 1974, when the
soil surface was frozen, although active shoot growth for the
three species ended much earlier in July. This observation
would indicate that the root system of these species is never
completely dormant during the winter. Uninterrupted
activity of root growth during the winter at soil
temperatures near freezing has been recorded by Collison
(1935) for apple trees. Bhar et al. (1970) reported that root
growth of Prunus cerasijera continued through the winter in
Canada.
The soil provides a reasonably stable environment for
roots. The seasonal trends of temperature and 4' s are
repeated each year, although the timing and magnitude
may vary from year to year. There are no sudden or drastic
changes in temperature as occurs in the aerial environment,
although changes in 4' • can be quite considerable during the
growing season. Once 'i.he surface of the soil is frozen it acts
as a protective barrier against further cooling of
underground layers. For example, the temperature inside
the chambers was never below freezing. The temperature of
the soil next to the window at 65-cm depth was in the range
of 6 to 8 C during the second week of November, while at 95
cm it was 1 to 1.5 C higher. Similarly, the soil temperature
was around 3 and 4 C at the 65- and 95-cm depths,
respectively, during the first week of January 1974.
The changes in root growth activity with time and the
progression of root growth from the upper to lower soil
horizons during the season, as expressed by the relative
growth rate or the absolute quantity of new roots recorded
for each observation date, would indicate a cyclic change of
root growth with depth through the growing season for the
three species. The cyclic root-growth activity of perennial
plants has been reported for fruit trees (Rogers 1939,
Kolesnikov 1968, Rogers and Head 1969) and forest trees
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(Wilcox 1954, Lyr and Hoffman 1968, Ovington and
Murray 1968, Fedorova 1968, Mason et al. 1969,
McDougall 1916). However, no reports have been found
which would indicate a vertical change in root activity with
depth as suggested by this study.
The response of root growth activity through the growing
season as related to progressive depths appeared to be more
conspicuous for Atriplex than for the other two species.
Moreover, Atriplex exhibited the most root system activity in
the season at the lower soil horizons.
The pattern of root-growth activity observed for these
species through the growing season with increasing depths
could be associated, in part, with the cyclic changes in
temperature and \jJ s in the soil. The rapid initial root
growth near the soil surface early in the spring was related
to the abundance of water, after thawing, of the upper soil
layers in combination with a rapid increase of soil temperature in that region. In general, root growth slowed as
the soil water potential decreased in each layer of the soil
profile. Soil water potentials reached minimum values
during the month of August, being slightly higher at lower
depths (Moore and Caldwell 1972). However, small
increments of root growth were recorded even at \jJs around
-70 bars at 40-cm depth during August 1972. None of the
three species interrupted their root growth at the lowest
water potentials, around -60 bars registered during the 1974
growing season. It is evident that these species are capable of
extracting enough moisture to transpire at water potentials
at which mesophytic plants cannot survive (Moore et al.
1972). Cowling (1969) reported root growth for up to 60
days in Atriplex vesicaria if another portion of the root
systems was in a more favorable moisture condition. He did
not, however, determine water potential in these soils.
The soil temperatures at which maximum root activity
was registered for these three shrub species appear to
indicate that the optimum temperature for root growth may
be in the approximate range of 13 to 18 C. Root-growth
activity will tend to slow down at lower temperatures.
Lyford and Wilson (1966) found that the rate of growth of
red maple root tips was highly sensitive to temperature
change. They also estimated that the optimum temperature
for root growth appeared to be around 12 to 15 C.
Although the root systems of these three species, as a whole,
grew actively for a span of several months, the growth of
individual apical meristems was usually limited to one to
several weeks depending on the time of the year and
whether or not it was a rootlet or a primary extension root.

At any soil depth not all the roots were growing at the
same time. Even during the periods of maximum
root-growth activity, only a fraction of the roots were
actively growing. A flush of root activity below the 50- to
60-cm depth was observed for Ceratoides and Atriplex
during the second half of July, as indicated by their growth
rates (Fig. 23). This enhancement of root activity appears to
be associated with changes in shoot phenology occurring at
that time.
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There is no doubt that root growth is influenced by the
physical environment, but in addition it is governed by the
distribution of photosynthates between the roots and the
aerial plant organs. The development of the shoot shows a
substantial variation during the growing season and will
seemingly alter the balance of energy partitioning between
shoot and root. It seems reasonable that shoot energy
requirements are higher during the active flowering process
than later during fruit development, when there is no other
significant growth activity occurring except the filling of the
small seeds.
The relative growth-rate activity depicted in Figures 24
through 26 for the 1974 season indicated roughly the same
pattern of growth as is represented in Figure 23. However,
the sampling periods began somewhat later in the season
and also did not comprehensively include growth measurements below 70 cm. The principal object was to determine if
severe pruning at a critical time of year might be reflected in
cessation or diminution of root-growth activity. No such
apparent reduction in relative growth-rate activity was
apparent for the shrubs which had been severely pruned; in
fact, if anything, there was a slightly higher total relative
growth rate for these plant root systems when the
above-ground portion was pruned. Repetitive or prolonged
pruning of these plants, or perhaps pruning at different
times of the year may be necessary before this perturbation
is reflected in below-ground growth-rate activity.
RooT

SYSTEM D1sTRJBUTION

The size and spatial distribution of the root system and
the relative abundance of root elements in the different soil
layers determine the volume of soil which can be exploited.
Heredity plays an important role in characteristics such as
distribution, degree of branching and physiological
attributes. The extent to which the heredity characters are
expressed may depend on environmental conditions such as
soil physical properties, available moisture, impermeable
soil layers and the inherent plasticity of each species.
Cannon (1911) and Dittmer (1948) concluded that heredity
played a more important role than edaphic conditions
determining the pattern of root distribution in the soil. The
significance of the genetic variation among plant root
systems has been treated in detail by Troughton and
Whittington ( 1969).
It is known that the capacity for water and nutrient
uptake is more related to root length and surface area than
to total biomass of roots. The thin rootlets represent the most
active absorption organs of the root system. The
root-absorbing ability for these species will be dependent on
their absorbing capacity per unit root area and their rate of
extension in the soil. These concepts are analogous to net
assimilation rate and relative growth rate indices of foliage.
Gardner (1964) and Cowan (1965) discussed the significance
that the total root length per unit soi_!volume has in the
absorption of water. Miller (1916) attributed the greater
drought resistance of sorghum, as compared to maize, to the
fact that the former had a much more finely divided root
system.
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An indication of the root density and distribution in the
soil in 1973 for these species as recorded in the root
observation chambers is given in Table 8. Atriplex and
Ceratoides have a rather uniform rate of root distribution
down to considerable depths, while root density rapidly
decreases for Artemisia. The data collected during 1973
suggest that Atriplex tends to explore the soil volume at
greater depths with a more profuse system of small lateral
rootlets than the other two species.
One factor that may contribute to the shallower root
habitat of the roots of A. tridentata could be the presence of
a calcium carbonate layer much nearer the soil surface
(Skujins and West 1973). Moore and Caldwell (1972) also
reported a considerable i~crease in the salt content of these
soils at depths of 60 cm. High concentrations of salts may
limit root penetration in the soil since Artemisia is not
considered a halophyte.
The underground organs have an important bearing in
the photosynthetic activity of plants of arid regions. Stomata
aperture is ultimately controlled by water absorbed through
the root system. DePuit and Caldwell ( 1973) reported that
the amount of available moisture seems to be a major factor
affecting photosynthetic rates in Artemisia throughout the
growing season. Plants growing in the same place may have
developed different capacities for the extraction of water in
desert soils, which would be dependent on their strategies
for root distribution, total length of roots per unit soil
volume, as well as the rate of root extension and root
phenology during the growing season.
Patterns of photosynthetic activity and transpiration have
been previously studied for Atriplex and Ceratoides in
Curlew Valley (Caldwell 1972). It has been observed in
those studies that Ceratoides curtailed almost all photosynthesis and transpiratory activity by the first part of August,
while photosynthesis continued much later in the season for
Atriplex. It can be hypothesized that the cessation of
transpiration of Ceratoides in contrast to continued
transpiratory activity for Atriplex may be related to "root
factors," since aerial environmental conditions were similar
for both species. Limitations in water uptake may be a
prime factor forcing Ceratoides into a stage of summer
dormancy. The noticeably higher proportions of rootlets per
unit soil volume observed for Atriplex in comparison to
Ceratoides (Table 8) could suggest a greater capacity for
water extraction from the soil and therefore more
transpiration later in the season. Moreover, root growth
activity appeared to be more pronounced later in the season
for Atriplex than for the other two species.
It could also be that the root systems of Atriplex and
Ceratoides undergo different phenological phases. Water
absorption by the roots of the latter species could be limited
by a stage of reduced absorptive activity as a part of the
normal phenological cycle.
The high root/shoot biomass observed for plants of cool
desert habitats (Rodin and Bazilevich 1967, Fedorova 1968,
Shalyt and Zhivotenko 1968, Sveshnikova 1968) and for
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Atriplex and Ceratoides in this study and earlier by
Bjerregaar<l (1971) is not unexpected since, due to the low
moisture availability of these soils, the efficiency of water
extraction per unit root-absorbing surface will tend to
diminish.
Since, in order to carry on photosynthesis, plants are
committed to transpiration, each unit of shoot-transpiring
surface requires a larger root surface in contact with the soil
than would be the case for plants under more mesic
environments.
Even though the shoot and root biomass calculations for
Atriplex and Ceratoides in this study and those of
Bjerregaard (1971) showed some differences, both studies
are constant in indicating a much higher root:shoot ratio for
Ceratoides than for Atriplex.
A common characteristic of the root system of these three
species was the presence of root hairs covering most of the
root surface including the apparently suberized areas.
Dittmer (1949) reported that root hairs can be quite
persistent structures which are able to withstand the effects
of considerable secondary thickening before being sloughed
off. Cross sections of persistent root hairs made by
McDougall (1921) in Gleditsia triacanthos showed that they
were thick-walled root hairs which were still and rigid and
did not shrivel when exposed to the air. They are not
structures related exclusively to xeric conditions since they
may be present in plants from very different habitats.
It is generally accepted that the presence of root hairs is
correlated with the process of absorption of water and salts.
No attempt was made in the present study to investigate the
functional characteristics of these structures, so it is difficult
to evaluate their ecological importance. The length of time
these hairs could remain alive and functional in the soil,
as well as their anatomical characteristics, deserve further
research.
The formation of a brown cap over the root tip was often
observed within a few c!ays after growth ceased in the roots
of A. tridentata. The fo,mation of this layer was referred to
as "Metakutisierung" by German workers (Romberger 1963)
This process has been Anglicized by Wilcox (1954) to
"metacutization." No detailed studies have been conducted
on this phenomenon of apparent metacutized root tips for
Artemisia, except for the microscopic observations through
the Plexiglas panes. However, the browning and anatomical changes recorded for the root tips of this species are
similar to those reviewed by Romberger (1963) where he
discusses this process in detail. The browning appears to be
associated with a dual process of lignification and
suberization which forms a continuous sheet over the whole
apex isolating the root tip from the external environment.
Metacutization is associated more with dormancy than with
root senescence. Wilcox (1954) observed that, in Abies
procera, root growth may be reinitiated by breaking
through the root cap. He also associated the presence of
these suberized layers with a protective function for the
resting meristem.
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Root tips of Atriplex were occasionally observed to be
light brown in color and opaque, whereas the root apex of
Ceratoides was always clear or milky-white and almost
transparent.
An attempt to detect endotrophic and ecotrophic
mycorrhizal hyphae on the roots of Atriplex growing under
similar conditions in the glasshouse was not successful.
However, it cannot be concluded that they do not exist in the
field. Since the functioning of higher plant roots appears to
be in intimate association with the rhizosphere microbes,
research on this point is certainly needed. In over 37 species
studied by Dittmer (1949) there was not a single one which
did not have associated fungal hyphae.
At the lower 4'~ of these soils during much of the growing
season, negligible water movement in the soil would be
expected. Water and nutrient uptake then most probably
occur through new root growth into unexplored soil
regions. Kramer (1940, 1969) considered that the capillary
movement of water by itself is often not enough to
adequately supply a pl;rnt with water, so an important
factor in water availability to plants is continuous
exploration of the soil by means of new root growth. The
mechanism of water flow from the soil to the root surface
has been treated in detail by Klute and Peters (1969).
The short duration of active growth exhibited by many of
the rootlets in the species under study may be associated
with the depletion of water in the immediate vicinity, which
may induce melabolic changes affecting the root meristematic activity. Street ( 1969) reported that increased amounts
of hormone-like growth factors at the root meristem may
have an inhibitory effect on root growth.
The thick, perennial, well-suberized root system may
develop gradually in each of these species depending on
their genetic potential, age and the limitations imposed by
environmental factors. The primary absorbing surfaces are
most certainly the small rootlets in the main root system. It
is postulated in this study that periodic sloughing and·
replacement of new rootlets is most likely the mechanism
whereby the root system extends into new soil areas or may
repeatedly re-explore areas occupied previously.
The principle of continual death and renewal of small
roots in perennial species is not new. It has been suggested
by botanists since the end of the last century (Romberger
1963). However, it has not yet been clearly demonstrated.
Head (1971, 1973) observed the rotting of individual
small rootlets. Small rootlets may decay in fruit trees after
several months or sometimes after two or three years, or the
whole network may decay at one time. A natural cyclic
renewal of roots has been proposed by Kolesnikov (1968) for
fruit trees.
Although individual roots were observed for Atrlplex
during three years and during the growing seasons of 1973
and 1974 for the other two species, it was impossible to
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discern root death. The low water potential of these soils is
probably not conducive to a rapid rotting of dead roots.
Extensive root decay was never observed in any of the
windows. Most of the rootlets of Atriplex in 1973 were still
present in 1974. However, a few of them were obviously
rooting away and others had totally disappeared. This
phenomenon was only occasionally observed for Ceratoides
or Artemisia.
Future Research for the Differentiation of
Dead and Live Roots in the Soil
Calculation of root biomass and rates of root system
turnover presents special problems. There exists no single
satisfactory technique for determining the underground
turnover rates in natural, undisturbed communities. The
growth observation chambers discussed earlier, although
valuable for determining the timing and extent of root
activity, do not permit quantitative determination of
underground biomass turnover.
In the root system of perennial plants it is very difficult to
differentiate between new and old root growth or dead from
living roots on the scale required for community biomass
studies.
Dahlman and Kucera (1965) estimated for a grassland
prairie that the differences between the highest value of
below-ground biomass and that found early in the season
represents the annual net root growth for the season under
field conditions. Additional root growth may still occur and
further decay processes may reduce later measurements. An
additional complexity is presented when the underground
system is composed of roots of different species which may
differ in their phenology and in the rate of their turnover.
The method for the separation of dead and living roots by
differential density in methanol was found to be satisfactory
for the testing of individual roots. It was also shown to be a
promising technique for the separation of dead and living
root fractions of Atriplex originating from whole soil core
root samples.
Several root core samples of Atriplex originating from the
July root biomass studies were treated with the separatory
methanol technique. It was found that approximately 83 %
of the total weight of each sample corresponded to the
fraction that sank. The remainder could be considered to be
composed mainly of inert organic materials. This information would indicate that, at least, approximately 17 % of
the total root biomass found in this study consisted of
nonliving material. However, the question still remains as to
the proportion of nonliving root core materials that might
have still been mixed with the sinking root biomass.
When the same procedure was applied to the root core
samples of Ceratoides, it was observed that 30 % of the total
root biomass of each sample floated and the remaining 70 %
sank. However, as was reported in the Results section, the
distribution of radioactivity between the sinking and the
floating components was not so clear-cut.
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These differences in the results for the root core samples
originating from the Atriplex- and Ceratoides-dominated
communities were most intriguing. They were probably
associated in part with the processes of root decay for each
species in the soil. Further studies along this line would
demand the development of new techniques and were
beyond the scope of this project. Nevertheless, some
additional observations were made since they may be of
interest for future research.
From the moment a root dies to its total disintegration in
the soil, there may exist a gradient in its change in density,
which would make it float or sink in methanol. Sometimes,
too, it might either sink very slowly or remain in suspension.
Two phenomena were observed which may have a
significant bearing on the manner in which roots of cool
desert shrubs decay in the soil. First, it was noted that
although a root might be attached to the main root system,
there is no guarantee it is alive. This could be important
when roots are detached from the plants for study. Second,
root decay in both species, at least in part, is a process that
appears to occur beginning within innermost parts of the
root. In other words, there were clear indications that xylem
tissue may disintegrate earlier than the external phloem and
cortex. Frequently, examples were found of roots which
were empty, exhibiting an internal hollow core with the
peripheral cortex intact. These were dead root remnants.
However, the fact that, on occasion, small rootlets were
attached to these hollow-core root segments suggests that the
root cortex may stay active even though the decay processes
in the interior of the root tissue have been initiated much
earlier.
One microscopic observation of root segments of
Ceratoides, apparently in varying degrees of decay,
suggested that fungal mycelia appeared to be present in most
cases.
The mode of root decay in the soil for Atriplex and
Ceratoides may be a reason for the different root core
sample results when the roots were treated with the alcohol
density separation technique. The processes of root
decomposition in the soil may also be different for the same
species under different soil conditions.
Studies on the mechanisms of root shedding and decay
could contribute to an understanding of root turnover and
energy partitioning in the different compartments of the
below-ground ecosystem. Understanding of root decay may
also help in devising methods for the separation of dead and
living root tissue in the soil.
BELOW-GROUND

PRODUCTIVITY

The most inadequately
understood component of
community primary productivity is the turnover or
productivity of the below-ground plant systems, especially
when perennial plants are involved. For communities with
large root:shoot ratios, as are often encountered in cool, arid
environments (Rodin and Bazilevich 1967, Bjerregaard
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1971), an understanding of the magnitude of below-ground
turnover is of particular importance. This is not only of
interest with respect to the quantitative carbon balance of
such plant communities, but also to the adaptive implications
of the annual reconstruction of a very profuse and yet
ephemeral component of the root system in terms of water
and nutrient uptake.
The technical difficulty in assessing below-ground
turnover is undoubtedly one of the key reasons for the
present meager understanding of root system dynamics
under field conditions. Most attempts to estimate root
longevity and turnover are associated with either major
limitations or highly prejudicial assessments of this turnover
quantity, particularly for the finer elements of the root
system. Although counting annual rings of secondary
growth of larger roots or physically marking individual roots
and then excavating these roots at later dates to determine
longevity (Stoddart 1935) may serve well for large and
long-lived roots, the fine and ephemeral roots can obviously
not be studied by such techniques. Destructive excavation of
the root system and assiduous observations of the proportion
of live and dead rootlets in the soil mass (Orlov 1968,
Redmond 1959) or similar estimates based upon the
proportions of "white" and "other-than-white" roots in a soil
column (Jacques and Schwass 1956) may render an estimate
of the proportion of living and dead root elements of
different size classes at any particular point in time.
However, such inventories do not provide a tenable
estimation of the rates of death, decay and reconstruction
of new roots over a time period. Less tenable still are
assumptions of root:shoot productivity based upon root:
shoot biomass information (Whittaker and Woodwell 1969).
Root productivity estimates based upon the difference
between the maximum and minimum root biomass
throughout the course of the year, or the summation of
apparent root biomass increments during the year based
upon sequential root biomass sampling, are limited by the
frequency and precision of sampling (Dahlman and Kucera
1965). This is further confounded by the problems
associated with the determination of living or functional
elements of the root system as opposed to dead rootlets.
However, even when techniques are employed to identify
the "functional" or living roots (Knievel 1973, Singh and
Coleman 1973), the sequential biomass sampling method
fails to take into account death and decay of roots during
periods of net biomass increase.
Although direct and nondestructive observations of intact
root systems in root observation chambers have provided
much insight into the dynamics of root growth (Head 1973),
a quantitative determination of root production and death
rates is hampered because root growth is confined to a single
plane, and observation of the point-of-death rate is difficult
to detect since microbial decomposition or alteration of the
dead roots takes place very slowly.
Phosphorus-32 has been used in short-term field
experiments to determine the speed and extent of root
extension into new soil areas previously unexplored by that
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particular root system (Racz et al. 1964). This, however,
would not be applicable in communities of established
perennial plants where root growth is primarily a matter of
re-exploration of the same soil mass rather than root
extension into new areas.
A carbon-14 pulse-labeling procedure employed by
Wardlaw (1969) provides a suitable nondestructive technique for the determination of root elongation; however,
the method does not yield estimates of total root system
turnover. Dahlman (1968) employed a carbon-14 label to
tall grass prairie sod in the field and then at subsequent
intervals sampled the decline in carbon-14 of root tissues for
a period of two years. His results indicated that
approximately 25 % of the root system was reconstructed
annually. However, this technique fails to distinguish
-between structural and labile carbon and, since these plants
do store considerable carbon in root systems (Dahlman and
Kucera 1968), the movement of labile carbon in and out of
the root systems could certainly confound use of this
technique for turnover assessment.
The C":C 12 dilution technique employed in this study
provides an assessment of below-ground productivity for
plant communities which avoids many of the problems of
other techniques. Nevertheless, under field conditions there
are two factors which may cause some underestimation of
the turnover coefficient.
First, although the C":C 12 principle is still applicable
when dead roots are included in the initial root biomass
determination or if the proportions of living and dead root
components change subsequent to this first sampling, there
will be a tendency for the turnover coefficient estimate to be
conservative. At the first C":C" sampling, which was only
a few days following C" labeling of the plants, it would be
expected that very little, if any, C" would be included in
cell wall materials of dead roots. Since the dead root
component would be expected to decompose more quickly
than that which was living at the first sampling date, there
would be a tendency for a dilution of the C":C 12 ratios
between the first and end-of-season sampling dates to be less
than if it were possible to perform these ratio determinations
on only living root materials. In the case of the two cool
desert shrub-dominated communities of this study, the
magnitude of this underestimation of the turnover
coefficient is considered to be rather small. Preliminary
results from a technique separating living and dead root
elements suggest that in mid-summer, approximately 17 and
30 % of the root systems for the Atriplex- and Ceratoidesdominated communities, respectively, appear to be
composed of dead roots for 1973. Furthermore, in these
cool, dry soils, decomposition of roots is slow even though
individual root elements may have a very limited period of
activity.
Second, underestimation of the turnover coefficient
would occur if new C" were incorporated into the cell-wall
materials of the root system between the time of the first and
the end-of-season sampling. Although the plants were not
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again exposed to an atmosphere of C"O,, a certain amount
of labile C" is undoubtedly stored in the above-ground
portions of the plant and might be translocated to the root
system later in the season and be incorporated into cell-wall
material. This, of course, is an unavoidable phenomenon
since, following the initial C"O, labeling, the plants must
be left intact during the growing season. Since only
structural carbon is assayed for C":C" ratios, fluxes of
purely labile carbon in and out of the root system will have
no bearing on the estimated turnover coefficient, and the
errors stemming from the incorporation of labile C" into
root structural carbon during the growing season only tends
to make the turnover coefficient estimate more conservative.
This underestimation may, however, not be too large. In
related studies, the distribution of C" on a community area
basis at the end of the growing season in plants labeled only
at the beginning of the season did not indicate a significant
translocation of C" from shoots to the root systems. Instead,
the proportion of total root C" remained about the same.
This might indicate that the degree of underestimation due
to subsequent incorporation of labile C" following the first
sampling may not be of sizable proportion in these two
species.
Although there is some tendency for the turnover
coefficient to be a conservative estimate of root system
reconstruction, this method holds considerable advantage
over other techniques for estimating actual below-ground
productivity in field conditions, particularly where perennial plants are 'involved.
Variances for the turnover coefficients from the
communities in the field were proportionately much greater
than those from the laboratory validation experiments using
wheat seedlings (see Tables 6 and 7). This is particularly the
case for taproot elements which represent a very small
proportion of the total below-ground biomass. Nevertheless,
as would be expected, the coefficients indicate that the
longer-lived taproots exhibit much lower turnover rates as
compared to the diffuse root system which is composed of
very fine and ephemeral root elements.
Since communities dominated by both species exhibit
approximately 3-fold higher below-ground productivity
values as compared to above-ground production (Table 7),
the energy costs of below-ground turnover activity are quite
high. Naturally, in addition to the energy costs of root
system turnover, there is the maintenance respiration
expense of these below-ground systems, the biomass of
which exceeds that of the above-ground plant parts by 7and 11-fold for the Atriplex- and Ceratoides-dominated
communities, respectively. However, based on measurements of CO, efflux from soils of these two communities,
which would include microbial as well as direct root
maintenance respiration, it is apparent that the energy costs
of root system turnover may well exceed the costs associated
with maintenance respiration of the roots themselves.
Unfortunately, no direct estimate of root system maintenance respiration has yet been made in such undisturbed
plant communities.
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For established perennial plants which are not extending
root systems into previously unexplored regions of the soil,
the question of the necessity for this costly continual
re-exploration of the same soil mass deserves attention.
Based on field observations of growing root systems in root
observation chambers located in these two communities, it
appears that most root elements undergo a brief period of
extension lasting only a couple of weeks and usually undergo
apparent suberization within two weeks following initial
extension. Although some water absorption may take place
in apparently suberized sections of the root system, the most
active root regions for water absorption are undoubtedly the
portions of the system undergoing extension. This limited
period of root extension combined with the greatly reduced
hydraulic conductivity of these soils of very low moisture
potential (Moore and Caldwell 1972) undoubtedly stand as
particularly compelling reasons for the necessity of
continued root extension and re-exploration of the soil in
these communities. For both species, most of the root
systems are composed of a prodigious quantity of very fine
elements less than 0.5 mm in diameter.
The fact that Atriplex can maintain a greater aboveground biomass (Fernandez 1974) and prolonged periods of
active photosynthesis during the driest portions of the year
when Ceratoides becomes largely photosynthetically inactive (Caldwell 1972), may, at least in part, be attributable
to the greater root turnover activity of this species.
Nevertheless, other factors such as the possession of
C.-photosynthetic pathway and more favorable photosynthesis:transpiration ratios of Atriplex (Caldwell 1972) or
the proclivity of Atriplex to accumulate NaCl as opposed to
K,SO, by Ceratoides (Moore et al. 1972), may also
contribute to the greater capacity of Atriplex for positive net
photosynthesis during the driest portions of the year.
During the growing season of 1974, which was a much
drier year than 1973, below-ground turnover values were
about the same for both the Atriplex- and Ceratoidesdominated communities (Table 8). Below-ground pro•
ductivity in both communities exceeded above-ground
productivity by more than 4-fold in 1974. It might be
hypothesized that during dry years a particularly large
proportionate commitment to below-ground root growth
need be made in order to efficiently utilize the soil moisture
recharge from the spring period even though this may
represent a large proportionate energy cost relative to shoot
production for these plants.
SYNTHESIS:

CARBON

BALANCE

SCHEMES

Much of the emphasis in data collection for the past year
has been directed to refinement of the carbon balance
schemes for the shrub-dominated communities. The second
iteration of the synthesized schemes is presented in this progress report. At least one more iteration is contemplated,
however, before publication in the open literature. These
carbon balance schemes are designed to represent only the
fluxes of carbon from one component to another. The state
values of carbon in biomass and litter, etc., are presented in
various tables of the report but are not given in these
particular schemes. All figures are in grams carbon per
meter' per year.
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This second iteration is based on a two-year period (for
1973 and 1974) since this includes both a year of moderate
precipitation and a very dry year. Figures 27 and 28 are
representations for the second iteration of the carbon balance
schemes for the Atriplex- and Ceratoides-dominated
communities.
The annual net photosynthetic carbon gain has been
based upon measurements of net photosynthesis of branches
of Atriplex and Ceratoides taken during the 1970 season.
These were cuvette measurements similar to those reported
earlier in this report. These photosynthetic values were
taken when the cuvettes were programmed to track ambient
environmental conditions. Measurements were taken during
part or all of 24 clays distributed throughout the season from
April 1 to September 30 for both species. Partial-day values
were extrapolated to full-day values using coefficients
derived from full-day measurements at that time of year.
Using representative values from throughout the season, total
carbon gain per unit foliage area for the six-month period,
April to September 30, was calculated for both species.
Nighttime carbon loss through respiration from shoot
tissues was similarly calculated. However, fewer measurements were available for these representations.
In this second iteration, all carbon dioxide exchange has
been represented on a foliage weight basis rather than on a
foliage area basis. Foliage weight: biomass ratios (Table 4)
have been used in extrapolation of gas exchange values to a
community basis.
Photosynthetic activity In the colder months of the year is
based on data collected by the C"O, uptake technique.
Although photosynthetic capacities as determined by the
C"O, uptake technique (Fig. 19) appear to be extremely
low in mid-winter, these particular measurements were
taken following a period of extremely low temperatures
(minimum temperatures on the order of -35 C). During
warmer periods of the winter in months such as November,
late February and March, these carbon gain values are of
significance for those shrubs which retain foliage for most of
the year.
The carbon dioxide exchange phase of the carbon balance
scheme is considered in this second iteration to be the
weakest link of the scheme. This is attributed not so much to
the actual measurements taken but to the present extension
of these measurements to annual carbon gain and loss values
for the year. For the third iteration of the carbon balance of
the Atriplex- and Ceratoides-dominated systems, emphasis
will be placed in early 1975 on development of an
interpolative gas exchange model for these species which
should, when validated, yield a much better representation
of seasonal carbon dioxide fluxes than is here presented.
The first iteration of certain facets of a carbon balance for
the A. tridentata-dominatecl community is depicted in
Figure 29. Shoot gas exchange has not been included in this
representation. However, a similar interpolative model will
be employed and presented in the second iteration of this
scheme. For the Artemisia scheme all other components of
the carbon balance are based only on 1974 measurements.
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The magnitude of CO 2 released from the soil in the long
term should be equivalent to all carbon placed underground
by the higher plant system, in the form of root and
below-ground organs, from above-ground plant litter
incorporated into the soil, and by carbon respired by
below-ground plant parts, if the system is in a steady state
and there is no general accretion of below-ground biomass
or soil carbon. Values of CO, efflux from the soil taken in

1974 are much more reasonable than those of 1973 because
of improved techniques and also the fact that the entire year
was taken into account. It appears that the magnitude of the
CO, efflux values more adequately represent a situation
where as much carbon dioxide is being evolved from the soil
surface annually as is being placed underground from the
higher plant system.
The proportion of CO, originating from live-root
respiration as opposed to the general rhizosphere respiration
is still, however, not known. Considerable emphasis will be
placed on determination of root respiration using several
comparative techniques in 1975.

Atriplex conlertilolia

CO,

...
...

Hfl!SIYORY

As in the schemes from the first iteration of the Atriplex
and Ceratoides budgets, shoot productivity data, i.e., the
production of new leaves and twigs (Table 5), were taken
simply from biomass harvests in late July and early August
when shoot growth had terminated for these species.
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based on a four-year collection period (1970-73) for
measurements taken by West.
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Figure 27. Second iteration of the carbon balance of the
Atriplex conjertijolia-dominated community based on 1973
and 1974 measurements. Carbon fluxes are shown in
g C m-•yr- 1 • No state quantities are contained.

Ceratoides /anata

As with primary production in most arid regions, an episodic fluctuation from year to year in producer biomass is to
be expected in such areas. Earlier biomass determinations in
the same communities by Bjerregaard (1971) indicate
variations on the order of 30 % for both above- and
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Figure 28. Second iteration of the carbon balance of the
Ceratoides lanata-dominated community based on 1973 and
1974 measurements. Carbon fluxes are shown in g C m-•yr- 1 •
No state quantities are contained.
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Figure 29. First iteration of facets of the carbon balance
of the Artemisia tridentata-dominated community based on
1974 measurements. Carbon fluxes are shown in g C m-•yr- 1 •
No state quantities are contained.
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below-ground biomass over a consecutive three-year period.
Shoot litter fall apparently varies much more from year to
year than do biomass and new shoot production. Over this
four-year period of litter fall assessment by West and his
colleagues, litter fall varied by as much as a factor of 10,
particularly in the Ceratoides-dominated
community.
Therefore, it is not expected that annual shoot production
and litter fall should necessarily be equal in any given year
or even in a two- or three-year period. Over perhaps a 10- to
15-year period, however, these two flux rates would be
expected to be in equilibrium. Shoot herbivory is probably
less than 10% of above-ground production (Westoby 1973)
in these communities. This parameter has not been assessed
in these studies. Below-ground herbivory may be of
appreciable significance as is being indicated in other Desert
Biome studies; however, in this representation, such
below-ground herbivory would be included in the
below-ground productivity or turnover term.
Below-ground productivity values have been taken from
the results of the refined C":C" dilution technique which
have already been discussed in this section.
Although this second iteration of the carbon balance
schemes for the A triplex- and Ceratoides-dominated systems
appears to be substantially improved over the first iteration,
particular emphasis is needed in the interpolative carbon
dioxide exchange models for all three species in order to
complete these schemes and to achieve a reasonable balance
in these systems. In the 1975 report it is hoped that a third
and final iteration of the A triplex and Ceratoides schemes as
well as a second iteration of the Artemisia budget will be
presented.
EXPECTATIONS

During 1975, research of this project will continue along
basically the same lines as in previous years. However, a
greater proportion of the effort will be directed along the
lines of synthesis.
Because of the importance of understanding the carbon
balance of these Great Basin shrub communities, most of
our emphasis will be in refining this scheme and, as was
suggested earlier in this report, particular interest will be
centered on developing interpolative models of gas exchange
data. Considerable emphasis, too, will be placed on
assessment of root maintenance respiration activity and the
temperature and water dependencies of root respiration.
Further work will be directed to investigating various facets
of the carbon balance and the response to partial foliage
removal. This will include investigations of facets of the
carbon balance of shrub-dominated communities under
simulated grazing pressure. Root growth dynamics of these
shrubs as observed under field conditions will also be
pursued further in 1975. If financial resources permit,
additional root observation chambers may also be installed
in Curlew Valley. Preliminary studies oriented to an
understanding of the root system dynamics of perennial
plants in fixed communities will also be initiated.
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